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Photo: The Wedge-tailed Eagle responsible for the naming of ‘Eagle Pass’ flies away, having satisfied itself as to the legitimacy of the intruders
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Dedicated to those keen bushwalkers
who, by their actions,
help to keep our world
an interesting and rewarding place
to live in.
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Preface to Later Editions
This edition of Little Forest Plateau represents a heavily revised version of the First Edition. Close consideration has been given to place names (official or otherwise),
pass locations, newly found locations and historical information that is as accurate as we can make it at this time. It will become evident as you read the pages of LFP that a
lot of research has gone into finding and ascertaining the facts of certain historical matters. However, as with all factual books, hopefully this book will contain a minimum of
errors not apparent at the time of publication. But if possible they will be corrected in future publications.
This book records the discovery or rediscovery, of features on and around Little Forest Plateau* (LFP) that are interesting and important for bushwalkers, historians or
natural historians. ‘LFP’, for the sake of definition, is the area of plateau lands between ‘the Narrows’ found at the northern extremity of ‘the Triangle’ and Florance Head found
at the southern extremity of the plateau. The new unofficial name ’the Triangle’ is not on the current Tianjara 1:25 000 map but is shown in the included sketch maps in this
book.
Credit for original discoveries and the names attributed by the discoverers to places or objects are recorded here, if known.
It is possible, indeed probable, that some of the places described were observed by bushwalkers, farmers, military personnel, or others from earlier years. However, if
no record of their names, or discoveries is made, there is no way to know of these people and places they may have discovered. This book represents an attempt to rectify
this situation.
There are many placenames mentioned in this edition. No claim is made on names with the Geographical Names Board at this time but may be considered in the
future. Geographic names that are recognised by the Board are denoted with a star (*) in the Table of Contents and if not listed there, but later in the text, they will then be
starred. The unstarred names are not geographical names as provided for in the NSW Geographical Names Act 1966. The unstarred names quoted are in current use with a
restricted group of people. They are very useful in identifying localities not otherwise able to be easily identified. However, these names must not be regarded as in any way
official.
Photographs and maps are by Ron Doughton unless indicated otherwise.
There appears to be no Koori cave art on Little Forest Plateau, although there is a considerable amount in the forests surrounding the Plateau. LFP has occasional
sharpening grooves and deposits of stone fragments made by Koori people. The latter fragments are widespread and may be found in almost every road, track or cutting.
They are testament to a long usage of the land by these ancient peoples.
Other usage by our Defence Department has left traces of mortar rounds at Mt Bushwalker, expended Bofors gun 40 mm blank cartridges at Florance Head and shell
impacts near the ‘Narrows’ at the extreme north of LFP. No person has been injured or killed by unexploded ordnance (UXO) to this date on LFP but signage has been
erected warning visitors of the possibility of finding UXO and who to contact if such were to occur.
The NPWS asks visitors to stay on tracks made by the Service and not to dig holes or light campfires. This edict applies to the whole of the area covered by this book.
See http://www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/visit-a-park/parks/morton-national-park/visitor-info for full details, as the restricted area now extends beyond the LFP.
Of course, if you are investigating the places described in this book you will not be keeping to tracks, so you must make yourself aware of the risks involved, not just
with UXO but with the risks inherent in moving around cliffs and chasms, thick, spiky bush, the weather and some of the venomous wildlife.
In short, be prepared.
People using this guide are warned that all of the localities listed are inherently dangerous and death or serious injury may result from visiting them.
Being so warned, you are advised to carefully consider your activities on, or around Little Forest Plateau and accept full personal responsibility for your actions
and activities on LFP.
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To keep visits to cliff passes to a safer level, they have been graded according to their ease of navigability,
1 = Easy — no obstacles and/or moderate fitness only required.
2 = Moderate — some small obstacles, such as low walls or fallen trees that may impede progress.
3 = Moderately difficult — agility, strength and balance needed to overcome obstacles and high walls.
4 = Difficult — agility, strength and balance needed to overcome obstacles, height and exposure.
5 = Very difficult — agility, strength, balance and a safe climbing rope needed to overcome obstacles, height or exposure.
If you decide to visit the passes and gaps use only good quality climbing rope, especially in circumstances where one’s whole weight is reliant upon it. Several bad
accidents have occurred in Morton NP when this has not been the case. Walkers with average fitness and experience should carefully consider whether a pass above Grade
2 (Moderate) should be attempted by them.
Abbreviations are used as follows:
NPA = Milton Branch of the National Parks Association.
NPWS = National Parks and Wildlife Service.
SBW = Shoalhaven Bushwalkers.
GR = Grid Reference.
NP = National Park.
MUDHS = Milton Ulladulla District Historic Society.
Milton or Tianjara Sheet = the third edition of the Milton or Tianjara map sheet, both on a scale of 1:25 000 (4 cm = 1 kilometre) as produced by the Department of Lands.
UXO = Unexploded Ordnance.
LHS = Left hand side.
RHS = Right hand side.
.
Each page begins with five sections of data. The headings are not included on each page. They are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Locality name + (if a pass) grade of pass.
Location grid reference.
Discoverer or re-discoverer + date of discovery or re-discovery.
Background information.
Illustrations.
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Foreword
Little Forest Plateau* is an intriguing place, not just for me but for all sorts of people. I’ve been walking on and around it now for over 30 years and to be honest, I first
thought of it as a place to begin to get somewhere else. The ‘somewhere else’ may have been the Clyde River*, Talaterang* Mountain or over to the Shrouded Gods*. But
when we started to really look at the plateau, we found intriguing passes, caves and picturesque waterfalls and we’re still finding these hidden places today.
When I say ‘we’, I mean my friends and associates in bushwalking clubs who explored places and went to the trouble to tell me about them.
So, as recognition for all the information and contributions, this book collates the information and data sent to me and gives credit where it is due. I hope bushwalkers
and others in the future will enjoy and appreciate these places made available to them by so many interested and generous people.
Ron Doughton
April 2013.

After a long battle with cancer Ron died on 24 March, 2014.
His near-finished draft of this later edition has now been
completed by his fellow walkers.

Ron Doughton 1944 - 2014
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Using this book
Each location has a grid reference (GR) relating to either the Milton Sheet or Tianjara Sheet or any other map. Six-digit numbers, such as Milton third edition
573 944 are often used for grid references when using a topographic map. The sheet name and, because there are variations between editions, the edition is always given.
Grid references consist of ‘eastings’, read from the left to the right of the sheet, and ‘northings’, read from the bottom to the top of the sheet. In this form of a grid reference the
first two digits of an easting are printed at the top and bottom of the sheet with vertical lines connecting the corresponding numbers; the third digit denotes tenths of the
distance reading from left to right (eastwards) between the vertical lines. Similarly, the first two digits of a northing are printed along the right and left sides of the sheet with
horizontal lines connecting the corresponding numbers. The third digit of a northing denotes tenths of the distance reading from bottom to top (northwards) between the
horizontal lines.
So 573 in the example above means 57 at the top and/or bottom of the sheet and three tenths further towards 58. A real or imaginary line would be drawn from the top
to the bottom of the sheet, parallel to the vertical lines printed on the sheet. The corresponding process is applied to the northings, which are the second set of three digits of
the grid reference. In the example above 94 is to be seen printed on the left and right sides of the sheet.
The third digit tells the user to mark a real or imaginary horizontal line four tenths further upwards, towards
95. The intersection of the two lines is the point on the map denoted by the grid reference. Romer scales
are used to measure the tenths of the distances within a map grid square. They are available for each
scale of topographic maps. Alternatively a square piece of paper or cardboard (4 cm square for a 1:
25 000 map) marked to show tenths of the side length can be used to assign a location on the map
represented by the third digits of the easting and northing. In this example Milton third edition 573 944
denotes a point on the wall of Porters Creek Dam.
It may be worth mentioning that the precision of this GR system means that the point referred to
actually lies on or near the intersection of the GR lines before it has to change to a higher or lower tenth (of
a kilometre). This means in reality that the actual GR position could be 50 metres either side of the GR
without changing the GR. This 100 metre square is not a large area to search but it could be a big
nuisance when trying to locate a pass in dense scrub.
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) units are commonly more precise these days, so the tenths on
a GR may be further subdivided into hundredths or even thousandths, giving a reference accurate to a 1
metre square, instead of a 100 metre square. The Google Earth program available on
Map reading is a shared vocation. (Photo: © Unrecorded)
the Internet is capable of defining a position to 5 digit (thousandths of a kilometre)
accuracy with eastings and northings. Some of these GPS produced grid references will
appear in this book and will look like this: GPS Milton 57355 94453, with eastings and northings assigned four or five digits each, instead of just three digits.
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The sketch map shown in this book is provided to give an approximate indication of pass locations and place names, as used at the time of publication. It is possible
that errors are present—even after our rigorous checking—but if noticed, kindly bring them to my attention for correction as detailed below. Unfortunately, reproducing
excerpts from Google Earth is considered illegal by the owners; otherwise we would regale ourselves in a plethora of photomaps generated from the Internet. Daydreaming
aside, I would encourage you to use Google Earth to explore LFP from the skies. You will be surprised at what you find.
Finding your way to many of these listed locations is often not easy. Some tracks will be shown on the Tianjara and Milton Sheets or their photomaps. However, away
from the tracks, the way is often barred
with dense prickly vegetation,
waterlogged ground or crevassed rock.
The best way to a destination is to
follow a recognised track until a
predetermined branch-off point is made
and the destination reached, perhaps
with a certain amount of effort. Joining
a bushwalking club will put you in touch
with similar spirited people and make
your endeavour a whole lot safer and
much more interesting.
Should you notice any errors or
omissions in this edition they can be
advised to
littleforestplateaumnp@gmail.com.
Which Way? Below the cliffs of the ‘Lost World’.
Photo © Philip Case

Boiling the Billy with Kevin Richards.
Photo: © Leslie Reddacliff
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Geology and geomorphology
Little Forest Plateau is a southern outlier on the edge of the Sydney Basin. Like all basins, it slopes gently upward from the middle, in Sydney, towards the edges (in
this case Little Forest Plateau). The basin is a ‘layer-cake’ of sandstone sedimentary rocks, with each layer being younger as we move upwards. At its southern extremity it
has become broken and fragmented, as other rock formations begin to dominate. The layer cake of sedimentary rocks on LFP is labelled as from top to bottom as 1) Berry
Siltstone (previously known as Berry Formation), 2) Nowra Sandstone, 3) Wandrawandian Siltstone and 4) Snapper Point Formation (conglomerate and sandstone). All of the
above belong to the Shoalhaven Group of Permian sedimentary rocks. Permian times were 299 to 252 million years before the present. The Crinoids (sea-stars) in the Fossil
cave and shells in some of the overhangs all date to this period.
The geological map of the area indicates the presence of the Berry Formation on LFP, but not all geologists support this. However, the presence of a low, continuous
cliff from Hole-in-the-Floor Creek to Mt Bushwalker, and similar cliffs in parts further south and east, would seem to indicate a remnant of the Berry Formation is present.
Further north, although not the Triangle, the Berry formation is defined by cliffs of similar heights e.g. at Tianjara and Turpentine.
Beneath the Shoalhaven Group are basement folded rocks not seen near LFP. Each of
these sandstones weathers at a different rate from the others. So instead of straight cliffs being
formed on all the layers, they form cliffs on some, while others simply form slopes that tend to lie
between the cliffs.
Episodic, layered slumping and mass wasting of all the cliff edges and further downslope is
also evident, particularly on the eastern side of LFP. In the east this is probably due to downward
movements and fracturing of the coastal plain in general, caused by an increased sediment load on
the coastal plain as time passes.
During periods of relative stability, wind and water erosion work at the cliff base cutting into
the sandstones, forming overhangs and caves. These are inherently unstable in the long term, as
layered slabs fall into the void from the ceilings, thus undercutting the cliff above. Geologist Bob
Young has suggested that a ceiling width of five metres is close to the long term limit of stability for
LFP overhangs. While there are many ceilings wider than five metres there are more that are a lot
less, which adds weight to his hypothesis.
Below the small cliffs of the remnant Berry formation lies the Nowra Sandstone, which
makes up the main bulk of the upper surface volume of LFP and the large cliffs surrounding it.
Below the cliffs of the Nowra Sandstone and the Wandrawandian Siltstone the Snapper Point
Formation is more resistive to erosion and has formed its own set of high cliffs. This formation can
readily be seen from the Mt Bushwalker lookout and runs all the way along the Clyde River Valley to
the Castle and Byangee Walls*.
Unstable blocks on Mt Bushwalker don’t encourage close visitation.
Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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A large recent rock-fall at Rusden Head.
Photo © Brett Davis

This large overhang below Mt Bushwalker has formed in the Nowra Sandstone and
indicates the extensive erosion that has taken place.
Photo: © Charles Jepsen.

For the remainder of the cliff edges, the layered slumping and mass wasting also continues as the valleys below remove mass from the plateau through normal erosive
cycles, facilitated by the rivers.
Whether these episodic slumping events occur over days, months, years, or millennia is a moot point but they certainly are episodic, as may be seen from the
photomaps of the plateau. Included in this ‘layered slumping’ are large blocks of sandstone, which form ravines and sheltered rainforest in the spaces between them, as they
move slowly downhill. As the cliffs above cast off rock and sand, the debris forms a ‘talus’ or debris slope.
The swamps (or heath communities) on LFP also have unique features in the form of ‘contour trenches’. As the soil in the swamps slowly moves downslope it forms
long trenches at 90 degrees to the downslope movement. Near the highest part of a swamp the trenches are reasonably small, being approximately 30 cm deep. Downslope,
inside Cradle Swamp*, the depth can reach 60 cm for each contour.
The depth of the trenches and the water and reptiles they contain, coupled with the thickly growing banksia and hakea bushes makes for a demanding crossing
experience for even the most seasoned bushwalker. Few have met the challenge.
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Below the Ravines in the northern section of LFP are these oddly weathered boulders.
Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Asplenium Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 581 976
Ron Doughton 1985.
Named after the very large birds nest ferns (Asplenium australasicum) found at the bottom of the Pass. This is one of the better passes leading into the cliff base of
the Lost World area from the plateau above.
Photo Lower RHS: © Leslie Reddacliff; Upper RHS © Charles Jepsen.
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Asbestos Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 5643 9890
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 13 May 2012
Asbestos Pass provides access to the cliff base north of the Ravines. The name was humorously determined from a pile of asbestos or Fibro sheeting found dumped
at the top of the Pass about forty metres from the remote Tianjara Fire Trail. Photo: © Philip Case
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Beehive Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 538 964
Brett Davis and John Souter (SBW). 5 September 2007.
Brett declined to name this pass, which was subsequently named by Russell Peterson (NPA) because of the resident beehive near the access point at the top. The
beehive has since disappeared.
The pass is found at the bottom of a small canyon that looks un-navigable due to steepness and thick vegetation. However, with a sense of purpose, the narrow point
is easily passed, leading to the cliff base below amid large boulders, with caves and overhangs found in both directions from the base.
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Lower Beehive Pass (4)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 53674 96388
This pass is located to the south of the main Beehive Pass on the route to a very long overhang. The size of the base stone in the large cairn at the pass’s top suggests that it
was built by more than one person! The pass provides access below the second line of cliffs. Photos © Charles Jepsen.
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Boulder Pass (2)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 53199 95578
Leigh Martin and others circa 2008.
Leigh Martin rediscovered this pass as an NPA group explored the eastern overhangs beneath Gadara Point.
Boulder Pass was later found to have a moss covered cairn at the top along with several distinctive boulders nearby at the head of the pass. The cairn marks a steep route
over a rocky, easy descent to the overhangs below.
Although a slower and more circuitous alternative to the current Gadara Pass, it is possible that this pass could have been the original Gadara Pass as it is a safer.
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Broad Gully Pass (3)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS top 55466 92300, bottom 55400 92316
Ewan Lawson 26 March 2013.
Broad Gully is found on the northern cliffs of Rusden Head but more easterly than the group discovered by Brett Davis and friends. Ewan describes this pass as a
broad gully with easy access, hence his chosen name. The gully at the top of the pass is very broad and begins as a gentle slope. However, it becomes quite steep in the
lower sections and pinches in towards the base. The LHS photo shows the top of the pass from the SW edge, the top middle photo shows the western wall during the descent
and the top RHS photo shows the view looking upwards from near the base.
The bottom photos show Broad Gully and strange soils and vegetation below the Broad Gully cliffs.
Photos: (LHS and top row) © Charles Jepsen, (Bottom row): © Brett Davis.
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Budawangia Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55499 97753
Ewan Lawson 30 July 2009.
Named after the endemic plant Budawangia gnidioides found in the area. Budawangia Pass is found north of the nearby Dead Tree Pass. The four photos show, from
the left, the top, middle and bottom views.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Campbells Pass (3)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56241 93356 top and 56209 93352 bottom
Scott Campbell and Len Garnon (NPA) circa 1987.
This steep, boulder-strewn pass was discovered when low foliage growth permitted relatively easy access to the South Creek area on the plateau. It allowed
exploration of the Porters Creek* area down to Pigeon House Creek*. Accessing the top of the pass in 2012 was difficult due to dense hakea and banksia growth along the
cliff edges. The best current route to the Pass is from the north via Porters Creek Dam and Ngadyoo Falls. The RHS photo shows a cave found part way down the pass.
RHS Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Case Pass (5)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 57945 98081
Philip Case and Charles Jepsen 27 March 2013.
Case Pass is quite close to Corner Creek Pass and is located at the very tip of Corner Head. It consists of a wide slot with three steps, each over two metres high.
The last step is a very steep four metre ramp at the top, which is passable by very competent bushwalkers or climbers but they should be belayed. The pass is not
recommended for bushwalkers but would provide a challenge for climbers.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Central Pass (1)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 54841 99562
Ewan Lawson 10 September 2009.
Located about half way along the north-western side of the Triangle (incidentally, a name generated by Ewan to describe the very obvious triangle of plateau lands that is
part of LFP), Central Pass gives access to the overhangs and talus below. The Central Pass is described as an ‘easy descent’ but it may be difficult to approach, as
vegetation can be thick and scratchy depending on the route taken from Tianjara Firetrail. The region in the immediate neighbourhood is relatively clear being under tall
timber. The GPs reading was taken near the top of the gully which evolves to form the pass. The photograph was taken further down where the gully cuts through the main
section of cliff.
Using the GPS-derived location of Central Pass a check on Google Earth indicates that the cliff in this region is somewhat broken and distorted. Several possible routes
have been found through the cliff-line near Central Pass, two to the southwest and one to the northeast. However, Central Pass is the most obvious, simplest to find and use,
and is therefore recommended.
A bushfire was started by lightning on the slopes to the north of the Central Pass just prior to the October 2009 Google Earth image of the area. The NPWS cut a track
westwards from the northern tip of the airstrip at the time with the hope of containing the fire if it spread
further south. It wasn’t needed as rain doused the fire but the bulldozed track has proved very useful for cliff
access south of the Triangle. The fire left a highly visible scar; however healthy regrowth had occurred by
2016.

Photo: © Ewan Lawson
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Egans Gap (1)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 59364 94196
Brett Davis, John Souter and others (SBW) 2008.
This gap is found about half a kilometre south of the Pointer Lookout and is currently heavily overgrown (2013) and difficult to access. The narrow road through a
natural gap was probably built by the Egan family, who had a substantial number of properties immediately below the gap.
The LHS photos illustrate the descent through the gap and the lower track section. The Milton 1:25 000 Sheet shows the Gap in the incorrect position.
Long-time former resident Brian O’Leary stated that he remembered cattle being moved up a track to the Plateau in the 1950s. The musterers would have a ‘smoke-o’
at a flat area near a big overhang, then complete the ascent via Egans Gap road. He also recalled being shown the bones of cattle beside the road. These were the remains
of cattle left too long on the deficient plateau pasture, and had subsequently broken their legs on the return descent. Jim Sturgiss, a Budawangs pioneer, has referred to the
bone weakening as ‘osteomalacia’, stating that it was likely to occur if cattle remained longer than two months on these mountain pastures.
The overhang and flat have been rediscovered between Martins and Egans* Gaps. (See RHS photo below). Egans Gap lies a few hundred metres north of this
scene.
LHS and middle photos: © Ewan Lawson
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Upper Corner Creek Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 57912 97931.
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 2011.
Both upper and lower Corner Creek passes were rediscovered while looking for access through the cliffs leading up to the plateau area of Corner Head. The LHS
photo shows the pass top while in the other photo the pass is located at the far left of the cliffs. The Corner Head area gives access to places further east and west. Corner
Creek Pass (Upper) is about 100 m south of Corner Creek Pass (Lower).
LHS Photo: © Charles Jepsen RHS photo © Phil Case
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Lower Corner Creek Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 57892 9800
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 28 June 2011.
The pass was discovered while looking for access to the cliffs below. The pass provides access to the overhangs below and the base of the nearby Corner Creek
Waterfall.

Photos: © LHS Philip Case, RHS Charles Jepsen
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Corner Head main Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25000, third ed. GPS 57971 98014

While there are two other passes on Corner Head, this pass gives far easier access below the cliffs on the eastern side of Corner Head. It is the last pass on the north eastern
side of the Plateau before Zigzag and Aspleneum Passes over a kilometre away. From left to right the photos below show the pass top, bottom and adjacent scenery.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Davis Pass (1)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 58400 96910
Brett Davis and others 2008.
Found by Brett Davis (SBW) as he explored the cliff base area of the Lost World. Brett was reluctant to claim this pass as a discovery, because it was ‘obvious’ that
earlier timber-getters, bushwalkers or farmers would have used this easy pass to access the plateau above. This may well be so, but Brett was the first to actually record the
pass, so his name goes in print for posterity. Davis Pass is near the cliff edge but some distance further south than the walkers in the photograph. The photo indicates the cliff
conditions in the area. The actual pass follows an easy ramp to the base.
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Dead Tree Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55440 97752
Ewan Lawson 21 July 2009.
North of Hole-in-the-Floor Creek, Dead Tree Pass is named because one has to scramble down the trunk of a dead tree to get to the floor of the Pass. The pass then
traverses south to the cliff base and then further south to reach the Hole-in-the-Floor Creek and Falls. Dead Tree Pass also traverses northwards, leading to a cliff base exit.
Below the pass is a ravine (middle photo) which is bypassed by a constricted passage (RHS photo) which allows a person to slip through to the cliff base, pushing their pack
in front of them. The LHS photo is of the pass.
When the dead tree finally disintegrates, a side pass into Dead Tree Pass is available, trending east-west, named Dead Tree Bypass by Charles Jepsen.
Photos: © LHS Charles Jepsen, other photos Philip Case
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Doughton Pass (4)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56320 93039 top and 56296 93034 bottom.
First noticed on 6 Nov 2014 and later proven by Charles Jepsen and Ewan Lawson.
This steep pass provides quick access to the base of the nearby South Creek Falls if approaching from the south. The top of the pass is accessed by a short narrow slot,
which is not visible in the photos. While the slot is only suitable for slim walkers, those otherwise endowed can bypass the slot by using a short rope. The rest of the pass is
straightforward. The pass is named after Ron Doughton, who died in March 2014.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Dry Falls Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55297 97312
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 11 September 2012.
Dry Falls Pass gives access to the base of Dry Falls, which is on the lower reaches of the same creek that flows over Millers Falls.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Dry Gully Pass (1)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55679 97972.
Ewan Lawson 21July 2009.
The Dry Gully Pass is a large pass and has a broad easy slope leading downwards through the cliffs. It is likely to have been used by early pioneers, because of its
easy access. The photos illustrate the top area complete with tree-ferns and boulders (LHS), then vegetation in the centre of the pass (top RHS) and a large tree at the base
of the pass (bottom RHS). The pass also affords access to the Double Overhang.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Double Overhang Pass 1 (3) GPS 55664 97954 top
Pass 2 (2) GPS 55675 97967 top
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed.
Pass 1 (top pictures) is located immediately adjacent to the east of the Overhang while Pass 2 (bottom photos) is located to the west. While the tops of the passes are close
together, the bottom of Pass 2 is 100 m from the Overhang and is located in the eastern side of the Dry Gully Pass. Photos: © Charles Jepsen.
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Eagle Pass (5)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 57363 90166
Ewan Lawson January 2006.
Originally named Ewans Pass but was changed when a large wedge-tailed eagle severely intimidated Ewan and three NPA bushwalkers, who were at the top of the
pass just after its discovery. The eagle hovered about three metres away from the party and stared into the eyes of each person over a period of several minutes, before
reluctantly moving off. It had a wingspan of two metres.
Conjecture at the time was that it had a nest nearby and was protecting young. This obscure pass enters an east-west slot from above, near the cliff edge (top LHS
photo). The route descends into a passageway that leads behind a massive precariously suspended vertical slab. Continuing, the route zigzags through a rocky, leaf-mould
filled corridor, eventually emerging at a high platform on the south side of the massive block. The remainder of the descent is partly among tree roots on a steep rocky area
(pictured), followed by a very steep soil slope amid trees. A landslide on the lower slopes in 2013 has made the descent dangerous without aids, hence the revised (5)
difficulty rating.
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Easy Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55650 99988
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 11 November 2010.
The descent route is scrubby and boulder-strewn but not very difficult. The LHS photo is of a recessed cave found in the cliff wall and parallel to it, not far from the
bottom of the pass.
Photo bottom RHS © Charles Jepsen.
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Egg and Onion Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 56100 98260.
Ewan Lawson 2008
The Egg and Onion Pass is found by accessing the trail at the northern end of the airstrip and travelling west. A small unnamed creek is found near the end of the fire
trail. The creek disappears into a dry, shallow, rocky gully, with the pass at the end of this gully. A descent over a rock pile to the base of the cliff is required. Then, moving
SW along the cliff base, the Egg and Onion Overhang is revealed. Photos: LHS and top RHS © Charles Jepsen; Lower RHS: © Philip Case.
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Martins Gap (3)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 58911 93484
Unrecorded.
Martins Gap has a steep break in the cliffs leading to steep slopes below. The Milton 1:25 000 Sheet shows the Gap in the incorrect position. However, at the correct
location, a ‘right of way’ is shown going to the Gap from the farms below. This would indicate the presence of a former road or the intentions to build one. Today, traces of a
road are still visible on the Plateau above the Gap with the road appearing on the Milton second edition sheet. (See: Confusion with LFP’s Eastern Gaps).
The Martin family had holdings directly below the Gap reinforcing the claim that the Gap above should be named as ‘Martins Gap’. The Gap is only a short distance
from the headwaters of Bunnair Creek* on the plateau top. The creek would have constituted a possible watering point for stock, which may have just completed a thirsty
climb.
The second photo illustrates a road heading north–south paralleling the cliffs from under Martins Gap. It appears to be a recent forestry road.
Photos: © Ewan Lawson
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Ewans Pass (3)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 574 903
Ewan Lawson January 2006.
Ewan is a bushwalker from Sydney and Fisherman’s Paradise, sharing his time between both places. The top LHS photo shows Ewan descending the first small cliff,
which is accessed via a boulder tunnel. This leads over a ledge to the base of another small cliff. At the base is a very steep slope in dense bush, giving access below the
main cliffs. The Pass is within 50 metres of Eagle Pass. The area between the two passes is strewn with expended Bofors gun blank ammunition cartridges, testament to the
area’s history of military training. The photos were taken during its second use on 11 January 2006. Lorraine Clowes poses beside expended cartridges near the Pass.
A Bofors gun emplacement near Florance Lookout is shown from the training era.
Photo RHS Courtesy Ron Samuel Collection.
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Forgotten Pass (3)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55560 92377
Ewan Lawson 14 February, 2008.
Discovered in 2008 by Ewan Lawson but as he hadn’t named it at the time, he returned to assure himself of its whereabouts. He decided to name it Forgotten Pass in
March 2013. The pass is found on the northern side of Rusden Head but further north-east than the North Rusden Head group of passes discovered by Brett Davis and
friends. It looks fairly benign in the photos but is more difficult further down towards the base—hence the Grade 3 rating. The LHS photo shows the upper start of the pass
while the middle photo is taken looking back to the top. The last photo is shows the route further down.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Florance Pass (5)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 57045 90059 top GPS 57067 90029 at tunnel
Unrecorded.
Russel Peterson investigated the route in 2010 when he saw two Sydney bush walkers emerging at the top of the pass. The pass was confirmed by Ewan Lawson,
who traversed the route on 9 September 2010 after being informed of its existence by Russel. The pass is found by traversing around the base of the rock platform shown in
the top LHS picture, known as Florance Lookout. This platform is about 20 metres west of the track end.
Move to the western lower side of the platform and climb down into the small gorge (photo top second column), then crawl through a natural tunnel or scramble over
the boulder above and to the left of the tunnel (second column bottom photo). A narrow track then traverses the cliff to the east. While the track used to be able to be
negotiated with caution, such is not now the case due to damage apparent after the 2016 Adventure Race. The track is now very dangerous and should only be used with
extreme caution and a safety rope. The third column photo shows one of the dangerous portions of the track which has a 50 plus degree side slope next to the cliff edge. At
this point there is a 3m gap between the bushes and therefore no handhold. There are similar challenges in the lower sections of the track.
Photos: Second column © Philip Case, third column © Charles Jepsen.
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Gadara Pass (3)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 531 955
Unrecorded but circa 1950.
Gadara Pass has been the traditional route to Talaterang Mountain* and beyond since the 1950s. The Gadara Pass was mentioned by Paddy Pallin during his first
visit to Talaterang Mountain.
Descent into the initial ravine is intimidating because a protruding trunk of a tree must be skirted on a narrow ledge. Boulder hopping is required in the ravine to the
bottom of the cliff. A small, waterless camping cave exists beside the northern base of the descent.
The left picture illustrates an alternative route which is steeper than it looks!
The centre and RHS photos illustrate the lower section of the pass.
While this is the pass through the first cliff line, see later for the passes that provide access to the lower level.
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Gadara–Talaterang 1 Pass (4)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 52988 95375
This pass provides access through the second cliff line to the Gadara-Talaterang track under Gadara Head. However, easier access to the track is provided by the GadaraTalaterang 2 Pass. LHS photo is of the pass bottom while the RHS photo is of the top.
Photos © Charles Jepsen.
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Gadara Talaterang 2 Pass (1)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 53017 95436
This pass provides access through the second cliff line to the Gadara-Talaterang track under Gadara Head. For those who forgot to bring their pack hauling rope, this pass
provides easier access than Pass 1 in that it is really a ramp rather than a pass. It is located on the track to Pass 1 where an old faint axe mark is found on a tree with a cairn
visible part way down.
Photo © Charles Jepsen
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Gaol House Pass
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. Upper Section GPS 55019 97171 top, and 55036 97244
bottom.
Known by Alan Miller and others circa 1970. Rediscovered by Ron Doughton,
Barry Vidler and others circa 1985.
The Gaol House Pass was mentioned by Jim Sturgiss in his book The Man from
The Misty Mountains. The pass was probably first constructed by James Claydon and his
family in the mid-1800s. It was used to reach their property below on Claydons Creek*
(Block No.1).
A local dairy farmer, Alan Miller, indicated in the early 1980s that horse riders
accessed the valley secretly to go fishing and camping below. Alan passed on the name of
the pass and its general whereabouts, as used by the horse riders. Subsequently, the
pass’s exact location was re-discovered and utilised for bushwalking.
The pass was built at two levels. The first cut was through the upper cliffs, while the
second was built through the lower set of cliffs, halfway down into the valley. (See Sketch
Map)
The picture shows Reg Davis and Ernie Kennedy descending the pass with horses
in 1925. Both ‘jail’ and ‘gaol’ may be seen for the spelling of the name given to this area.
The top of the upper pass has been laboriously cut down a cliff face. (See top RHS
photo, next page.)
An enclosed rainforest area exists just below the top pass, between the cliff and a
large outlier. (See photos, LHS, upper and lower, next page)
After its rediscovery a tree fern in this rainforest area was noticed to have square
post holes cut in it for yard railings. A temporary horse or cattle yard probably existed in
this small flat rainforest enclosure. The yard remnants no longer exist.
See also Confusion with LFP’s Eastern Gaps as it has been suggested that Goal House
Pass was also called Claydons Gap.
B&W Photo: Courtesy MUDHS.
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Gaol House Pass (Continued)
Clockwise from top left:
1) Tree-ferns in the ‘yard’
area.
2) NPA members descending
the top area constructed path.
3) Fungi eat into a fallen log in
the ‘yard’ area. They will
demolish the tree in only a few
years.
4) Bushwalkers examine the
‘yard’ area, found between the
cliff and a large outlier.
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Harris Pass
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 547 988
Cliff Harris 6 November 2013.
Harris Pass was discovered by Cliff Harris (SBW) when exploring ahead of the party that found Quartet Pass on 6 November, 2013. The party members agreed that
the pass discovery should be attributed to Cliff. As yet no pictures nor precise location coordinates are available.
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Hanging Rock Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55166 99799
Ewan Lawson 13 October 2009.
The pass is found on the northern cliffs of the Triangle and named because of an obvious hanging rock visible from below, but not so much from above.
The rock wedge seen in the RHS photo is passed from behind, via a short shaft, while the rest of the descent is reasonably straightforward. However, note that in the RHS
photo Phil Case has a rope in his teeth!
Photos: © Charles Jepsen.
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Hidden Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55423 99910
Ewan Lawson. 13 October 2009.
Hidden Pass is found on the northern cliffs of the Triangle. It is scrubby on top and not obvious to the casual observer. The top RHS photo shows the cliff edges west
from the pass; the LHS photo indicates the top entrance area, while the bottom RHS photo shows the lower sections of the pass.
Photos RHS and Centre: © Charles Jepsen. Photo LHS: © Philip Case
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Ingold Gap* (2)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 582 921
John Ingold circa 1860.
A former cattle track to the Plateau that zigzags on its way to the top, where it passes onto the Plateau through a wide gap.
The steep track is totally overgrown near the base of the cliffs with thick forest but the old track is quite well defined near the top. The small overhang pictured on the
RHS is at the base of the cliff and not far from the top. Note the remnant of a formed road in the foreground. The LHS photo is at the point where the old road meets the
diminishing cliff top at the top of the Gap and swings west on to the Plateau.
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Kangiara (Deep Hole)
Northern Pass (3),
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 59096 95245.
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 17 August 2011.
The northern pass is 100 m SE of the Bunnair Creek Falls and is immediately adjacent to the entrance of the
Kangiara ravine. The main photo is from the top of the pass while the centre photo is the view from the floor of the pass.
The LHS photo is taken from immediately above the pass and the Kangiara entrance.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Kangiara (Deep Hole)
Southern Pass (3) GPS 59129 95214
Milton 1:25 000, third ed.
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 17 August 2011.
The southern pass is some 40 m to the south of the northern pass and occurs where an outlier abuts the main cliff. While a rope may be needed to descend the pass, it is not
required for the ascent. Both passes allows access to the area below the cliffs and the point where Bunnair Ck reappears from underground. In the photo below Ewan Lawson
sizes up the pass.
Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Little Fig Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS Top 55446 97733 Bottom 55430 97770
Ewan Lawson 30 July 2009.
Little Fig Pass is immediately to the north east of Dead Tree Pass and provides easy access to the northern exit of Dead Tree Pass and thus is useful for exploring
the cliff bases in the ‘Hole-in-the-Floor’ Creek area.
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Lunchontop Pass (2)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 59040 95702
Leslie Reddacliff and Herbert Frey 25 April 2013.
While exploring in the Kangiara area, the Frey-Reddacliff team found this rocky pass about half a kilometre north of the Bunnair Creek Falls and Kangiara locality. As
they had lunch soon after, the name seemed appropriate. The pass provides a relatively easy, bouldery descent to the rainforest below, which is shown in the RHS photo.
Photos: © Leslie Reddacliff.
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Lyrebird Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56650 98182
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 13 May 2012.
At the top of the pass there is a 1.7 m step with no footholds which would rate as difficulty ‘3’, while the bottom section is rated as a difficulty ‘2’. The lyrebird’s nest is
in the steep gully immediately to the east of the first section of the pass.
The LHS and top centre photos are of the top of the pass. Top RHS photo is a view of the centre of the pass and the lower RHS photo is a view of the bottom of the
pass. The lyrebird’s stick nest is shown on the lower middle photo.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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North Rusden Pass 1 (1)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55315 92204
Brett Davis, John Souter, Rob Dunn (SBW) 14 April 2013.
The North Rusden Head series of four passes lie in heavily dissected cliffs. They were found in the course of a busy day by the above intrepid explorers. Passes 1, 3
and 4 lie close together and exit into the same wide picturesque rainforest gully while Pass 2 is to the west of the other passes. In contrast to Pass 4, Pass 1 leads into a
heavily vegetated gully dominated by large fallen sandstone blocks, which form dark recesses.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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North Rusden Head Pass 2 (2)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55018 92218 at top and 55086 92226 at bottom.
Brett Davis, John Souter, Rob Dunn (SBW) 14 April 2013.
There are two entrances to this pass, the most westerly one (RHS photo) being preferred if approaching from the west.
Centre Photo: © Brett Davis others © Charles Jepsen
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North Rusden Head Pass 3 (2)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55178 92176
Brett Davis, John Souter, Rob Dunn (SBW) 14 April 2013.
The North Rusden Head No 3 Pass begins at the top with a narrow ravine which disappears into a very broken section of cliffs. The pass is described as rough but
interesting, as is the entire cliff section between Pass 3 and Pass 4. The beautiful cliff base scenery is shown here (RHS) near the base of the pass.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen and RHS Brett Davis
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North Rusden Head Pass 4 (2)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55317 92211
Brett Davis, John Souter, Rob Dunn (SBW) 14 April 2013.
In contrast to nearby Pass 1, this pass leads to a pleasant rainforest area.
Photos: © Brett Davis and (far RHS) Charles Jepsen
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Pointer Gap* (1)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. 593 949
Unrecorded.
The Pointer Gap (aka occasionally as Porters Gap) is the only current formal road access to Little Forest Plateau from the Princes Highway. The route also provides
pipeline access to Porters Creek Dam from the Milton township. Steep sections are bituminised, while the remainder is gravel road.
Since the early settlements of the Milton District in the 1840s, access to the grazing lands on LFP has been possible through Pointer Gap, Egans Gap, Martins Gap
and Ingold Gap. However, Pointer Gap was only a foot track until the late 1960s, when it was constructed to a road standard. Animals only grazed on the Plateau for short
periods, due to mineral deficiencies in the edible plants.
The photos are of a strangely shaped rock cave found at the topmost section of Pointer Gap. Its slab walls have overlapped whilst sliding down from the cliffs above
the road.
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Quartet Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55794 98593
Quartet Pass was discovered by Cliff Harris (leader), John Souter, Sandra Kelley and John Kubale (SBW) on an exploratory bushwalk on 7 November 2013. The
pass name originated from Cliff’s thoughts to somehow include all the party members in the discovery. Hence, four party members equals Quartet Pass. Trio Pass was
named in the same way. The LHS photo is from above, while the others are of the middle and bottom of the pass. Photos: © Charles Jepsen.
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Rainforest Pass (3)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56030 92177
Discovered by Ewan Lawson 19 April 2002. Named by Brett Davis and others 10 May 2011.
LHS photo shows the pass entrance, while the RHS photo shows the area immediately under the pass. Given the very rough broken debris strewn around below the
pass the photographer thought Masochism Pass would be a more appropriate name. The close by Welcome Pass is far easier to use.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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The LHS photo taken from the Upper Jindelara Creek Falls illustrates the well vegetated pass area in the distance. The RHS photo highlights the challenges to walking safely
in this area, particularly in damp misty conditions.
Photos: © Leslie Reddacliff
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Ravines Pass (1)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 565 985
Unrecorded, but constructed circa 1950.
The Ravines Pass is a pass constructed to allow bulldozers or 4WDs to access the rainforested bench below, possibly in the 1950s, when that area was a gazetted
state forest.
The pass is found just north of the Ravines area of Little Forest Plateau. It traverses east as it trends steeply downslope. Currently, pass access is restricted by
moved logs, fallen trees and a NPWS gate.
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Rusden Head Pass 1 (5)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 548 916
Unrecorded but the Rusden Head Pass has been in use since before the 1950s.
The traditional route involves following a broad crack down the upper half of the cliff (LHS photo), followed by a roped descent down the lower half of the cliff. See middle
photo. A second shorter descent through a smaller cliff line, which also needs rope assistance, occurs further down the slope leading to Wombat Ridge. (RHS photo)
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Rusden Head Pass 2 (5)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. 548 916
Unrecorded.
Rusden Head Pass 2 is an alternative route to Rusden Head Pass 1 involving a rock outlier just below and off the cliff edge. A descent is made on the outlier via the
gap between the two. The distance between the outlier top and cliff top is approximately 1.5 m at a downward 60 degree angle.
An Ulladulla bushwalking doctor fell backwards from the edge of the cliff to the top of the outlier section when his rope snapped while trying to descend to the outlier.
He was badly injured when he fell onto the outlier but he survived well enough to eventually walk out. The LHS photo shows a bushwalker climbing the slot between the
outlier and the cliff wall.
Rusden Head Pass 2 is about 50 m west from Rusden Head Pass 1.
The same smaller lower cliff section as found in Rusden Head Pass 1 applies to this pass as well. Between the two pass sections is a large overhang that has been
used as a refuge from bad weather or a lunch break. (RHS photo)
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Sanders or Scrubby Pass (2)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 53567 95558 top 53531 95566 bottom
Gordon Sanders, Ron Doughton, and Barry Vidler (NPA). Circa 1982.
While the top of Sanders or Scrubby Pass used to be readily found by aligning Harper Head* with Pigeon House*, heavy plant growth now precludes this means of
locating its entrance. Presently, the best approach is by leaving the Falls track at 53621 95636 and locating a cairn at the southern end of the clearing. Pushing south will take
you to another open area with a large cairn at 53593 95602. Then follows a very scrubby bash to the pass top. Near its base the pass becomes steep with very dense
undergrowth. You will then be at the top of the second cliff level with an indistinct track leading west towards a large overhang at 53593 95602. LHS photo is of the pass top
while the RHS photo is of the pass bottom.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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South Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 554 975
Ewan Lawson 21 July 2009.
Located south of Hole-in-the-Floor Creek and Falls, this very scrubby pass allows access to the overhang beneath the Falls. Bushwalkers visiting the Hole-In-TheFloor locality tend to use the Dead Tree Pass, just north of the creek, which gives a more interesting access. LHS photo shows the top of the pass, while the RHS photo
indicates the scrubby descent.
Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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South-West Pass (2)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56082 90263 top 56031 90262 bottom
Brett Davis (SBW) 2000.
The first photo shows SW Pass viewed from above. The descent is accomplished by threading one’s way among large boulders near the cliff top, then passing onto a
steeply vegetated slope. Ascent of this pass from the base is difficult because it is hard to find from below. A GPS unit is recommended to find the lower access. The RHS
photos illustrate the lower sections.

Bottom RHS Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Transmitter Gap (1)
Milton1:25 000, third ed. GPS 58596 92783 top 58629 92789 bottom
Unrecorded but named after the transmitter station was constructed.
Transmitter Gap is a scrubby break in the cliffs leading to very steep slopes below. Owing to the Gap’s steepness, it may not have been used for animal movements.
(See: Confusion with LFP’s Eastern Gaps) It may be approached from below along the base of the cliffs either in a north or southerly direction. The LHS photo is of the top of
the gap while the RHS photo is of the bottom.

Photos: © Ewan Lawson.
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Eastern Triangle (ET) Passes: (Includes other structures that also have minimum information available)
There are many potential passes on the Eastern Triangle. Not all
have been found or recorded, although Leslie Reddacliff found all
of the passes and structures listed in the table as a solo effort on a
weekday afternoon!
Eastern Triangle Pass 1
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56347 98970
Leslie Reddacliff. 23 July 2012
Eastern Triangle Pass 2
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56159 99230
Leslie Reddacliff. 23 July 2012
Eastern Triangle Pass 3
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56128 99305
Leslie Reddacliff. 23 July 2012
.
Slot Top
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56502 98604
Leslie Reddacliff. 23 July 2012.
Hidden Overhang
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56133 99390
Leslie Reddacliff. 23 July 2012.

.
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Trio Pass I (1)
Trio Pass 2 (2)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. Pass 1 GPS 53314 94169 Pass 2 53366 94133 Bottom of Pass 2 53332 94117
Cliff Harris, Brett and Karen Davis (SBW) 23 May 2012.
Named by Cliff Harris (SBW) as a courtesy to the three people who found the pass.
The Trio passes allows access below the cliff lines at the southern extremity of Harper Head. Pass 1 provides access below the first cliff line to Pass 2, 100 m to the
east, which enables access below the second cliff line. Pass 2 can be accessed by either heading east under the cliff overhangs immediately after descending Pass1 or
heading south to the second cliff edge and following it east. The former route, while easier, can be discomforting on a cold damp day as you will face a slippery track and
water dripping from the overhanging cliffs. The latter route, while scrubby, will at least be drier.
At the bottom of Pass 2 you will have the option of heading west around the Head to Ngaityung Falls or east towards Ngadyoo Falls*. If heading to Ngaityung Falls,
the ledge gained must be traversed northwards for about a kilometre before finding a way down to the valley floor via two other lower benches or ledges. If heading east care
should be taken not to be tempted to stay close to the cliff line as it becomes very scrubby and a dead end is reached after 170 m. However, if you do follow the cliff line you
will pass the bottom of Duo (53489 94088) and Quatro (53508 94090) Passes.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
Top of Pass 1
Top of Pass 2
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Lower section of Pass 2
Photo: © Charles Jepsen

Overhang on route from Harper Head to Ngaityung Falls
Photo: © Brett Davis
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Use This Pass (1)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56273 93392.
Originally used by Scott Campbell and Len Garnon (NPA) in the 1980s as access to Pigeon House Creek*, Use This Pass is found on Adversity Head, named because of the
thick almost impassable vegetation (LHS photo) covering the entire headland. The Pass provides easier access to the cliffs below than the nearby Campbells Pass. The easy
gradient of the pass, plus manmade rockwork near the bottom of the Pass suggests that the Pass may have been used by early horse riders. The discovery of chainsaw cut
timber below the pass also supports this suggestion. Furthermore, early maps show a track heading towards the Pass. Campbells Pass is paradoxically harder to use but
easier to find than Use This Pass, the top approach to which is densely vegetated. However, if approaching from the south, Campbells Pass allows quicker access to the
bottom of the South Creek Falls.
Use This Pass is probably the former Campbells Pass, especially in view of the fact that it is only 48 m away! Indeed, Use This Pass remained nameless and rarely
visited since the 1980s, but in 2013 Brett Davis, John Souter and Rob Dunn (SBW) used it. The name was suggested by Brett who has a whimsical and humorous ability with
names.
RHS Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Useless Pass (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 54252 97342
Brett Davis and John Souter (SBW). 5 September 2007.
Named Useless Pass by Brett and John—possibly out of frustration— because it only provided access below the cliffs, not to another route to Claydons Creek* or the
Clyde River. It has, however, proved quite useful for exploring the caverns under Mt Bushwalker.
The pass is difficult to find from above without a GPS or local knowledge. See LHS photo. The critical ramp is at the bottom of several long ledges, which must be
scrambled between on reasonably steep rock. From below it begins with an easy, obvious ramp as shown in the right photo. Photos: © Charles Jepsen LHS Philip Case RHS.
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Vidlers Pass (5)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 571 941
Barry Vidler circa 1983.
Barry Vidler found and used this pass to explore and access the base of Ngadyoo Falls* and
nearby overhangs. A view of Vidlers Pass may be seen in the LHS photo taken from Adversity Head
looking north towards Porters Creek Dam* (not visible) with the pass‘s position invisibly covered in
trees three centimetres from the LHS edge. A rope is essential, as the pass has several short exposed
vertical sections but with reasonable handholds and footholds.
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Welcome Pass (2)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56104 92091 top and 56070 92082 bottom
Ewan Lawson April 19, 2002
The pass provides access to the Hidden Cave Cascades down below and, to the east, the Jindelara Falls, Ballroom and Underground Falls. These attractions are covered
elsewhere in this book. The first photo is of the top of the pass.
Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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LHS photo is of the upper section of the pass while the RHS photo is of the entrance to the bottom of the pass. The Cascades are located close to the west of the pass
bottom.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Whites Pass (2)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56101 90477 top 56053 90508 bottom
Bob White (NPA) circa 1983.
Robert (Bob) White is a bushwalker from Ulladulla and former NPA member. He discovered this pass while exploring the cliffs between Rusden and Florance Heads. There
are two ways into the pass, both found on the southern side of the gully leading into the pass. Located at the beginning of Whites Pass, the cave featured in the top RHS
photo is affectionately named Lunch Cave, as it usually functions in this capacity on Rusden to Florance Head traverses.
The photos show from left to right: the pass top, a view looking back from the bottom, and the bottom cliffs. Talaterang Mountain is in the background of the last photo, which
shows a small tree-covered knoll that marks the Whites Pass location when viewed from the Florance Lookout track.
Photos: (except lower RHS) © Charles Jepsen.
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Zig Zag Pass (3)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 58172 97230
Leslie Reddacliff and Herbert Frey 17 May 2012.
This deceptive pass is found just north of Asplenium Pass and was originally thought to be Asplenium Pass. However further investigation in 2012 found Asplenium
Pass only a short distance away and confirmed the Zig Zag Pass and its unique identity. Leslie named it Zig Zag Pass because of the switchback nature of the descent. The
photos were taken near the top of the pass.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen.
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Photo Brett Davis
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Bunnair Creek Falls
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 592 951
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 28 July 2011
The Bunnair Falls area is characterised by the formation of a number of large outliers that have moved down-slope from the main cliff line but remained parallel to it.
Their movement has left a 20 m deep gully into which the Bunnair Creek falls. In wetter periods the Falls flow over the cliff face, while in drier spells the water flows through a
vertical slot in the cliff face. The Creek then flows underground to reappear some 200 m downslope and well past the outliers. The Falls works best after rain due to their
relatively small catchment. The Falls’ discharge disappears at its base, soaking into a pool which is now choked with leaf litter and can be walked upon—carefully. On the
RHS Charles is photographing as he negotiates the passage across the base of the Falls. The centre photo shows the Creek re-emerging below the escarpment. The LHS
photo shows the top of the Falls. Below the Falls there are two passes, one north and the other south of the Falls’ base, that lead to the bottom of the second cliff line. Close
by is a large ravine named Kangiara which is separately listed.
Photos: LHS: © Ewan Lawson RHS 2x: © Philip Case,
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Burnt Log Creek Falls
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 573 977
Named by Ewan Lawson 2011.
Burnt Log Creek Falls are 100 m downstream from Burnt Log Cave, on the creek of the same name. The Burnt Log Creek is an upper catchment contributory to
Conjola Creek. The Falls are located to the left of the three vertical cliff faces in the RHS photo. Current walkers have not yet been able to find a way to approach the Falls
from below.
Photos: © Philip Case
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Coachwood Falls (2)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 56686 97256
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 28 July 2011.
Coachwood Falls is an ephemeral falls found in a small coachwood grove east of the Bushwalker Car Park on the headwaters of Corner Creek. Like many of its
contemporary waterfalls surrounding LFP at approximately the same altitude (550 m), it is backed by a small cave and protected by a scratchy, scrubby access.
Photos © Charles Jepsen
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Corner Creek Falls
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 577 977
Named by Ewan Lawson in 2011.
The Falls may be accessed through Corner Creek Pass or via old timber-getting tracks in the valley below. The creek contributing to the falls is unnamed on the
1:25 000 map but has been called Corner Creek as it flows northwards out of a corner of the cliffs. The LHS photo is from near Corner Creek Pass, looking back at the Falls’
location. The RHS photos are of the actual falls that flow over two cliff lines. The altitude at the Falls’ top is 452 m.
Photos: LHS © Charles Jepsen; Centre and RHS © Philip Case
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Dry Falls
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55253 97245
Philip Case and Charles Jepsen 11 September 2012.
Dry Falls is often dry, as its name suggests, and is downstream from the ephemeral Millers Falls, which is found a kilometre or so further up the creek. While the
creek flows freely some 100 m upstream of the falls it then disappears underground. It may be approached by following the cliff line above Gaol House Pass or, with some
difficulty, via Dry Falls Pass. The difficulty of approach comes from the rough boulder-strewn rainforest environment found under the falls. The LHS photo shows Phil
negotiating the approach under the Falls while the RHS photo shows the path of the Falls outlined by moss. There is a sizable cave next to the Falls.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen.
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Hole-in-the-Floor Creek and Falls
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 555 976
Ewan Lawson 14 July 2009.
The Hole-in-the-Floor Creek runs onto an overhang at the edge of the cliff line and then via holes in the floor of the creek (or roof of the cave—depending on your
standpoint) into the cave below. The Creek then exits this cave over a waterfall. Altitude at the top is 536 m.
Photos: © Philip Case
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Jindelara Creek Falls (formerly ‘Unnamed Falls’)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 565 918
Ron Doughton, Bob White and others circa 1985.
Renamed by Brett Davis (SBW) (circa 2007) with a name that indicated where it was located.
The first photo shows the Falls emerging from the swamp and spilling over the cliff while the second photo shows the view from below. During wet and windy weather the
Falls often blows back on itself, creating aerial showers for bystanders.

LHS Photo: © Charles Jepsen; RHS Photo: © Leslie Reddacliff
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Jindelara Creek Falls—Auxiliary Chute
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 565 916
Originally ‘noticed’ and photographed in the mid-1980s by Ron Doughton, with Bob White and others. The LHS photo was taken circa 1985, while the RHS photo was
taken 9 April 2013.
This separate waterfall is an auxiliary chute of the plateau-top section of Jindelara Creek, found just 200 m to the south of the main falls. It is ephemeral, being totally
reliant on a large volume of recent rainfall for water flow.

RHS Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Little Claydons Creek Falls (two falls)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 546 980, 542 979
Ron Doughton, Denyse Doughton, Gordon Sanders and others 1985.
When Gaol House Pass was rediscovered in 1985, the NPA team followed the creek down to the Clyde River* junction where it met Claydons Creek*. These two
small contributing waterfalls are passed on the way, not far from the lower pass, and coming from the unnamed contributing creeks flowing from the talus slope above. These
unnamed creeks add to what is provisionally labelled Little Claydons Creek — the creek that feeds Claydons Creek * from the plateau top, east to west and is unnamed on
Tianjara 1:25 000 sheets. Little Claydons Creek is shown on the top LHS. Claydons Creek* proper is at the bottom LHS.
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Millers Falls
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 554 969
Named by NPA Bushwalkers in 1990 at the time of the establishment of the Mt Bushwalker Walking Track.
The Millers Falls are ephemeral and only operate after reasonable rainfall. Multiple chutes of water cascade over the ledge in wet times. The upper pools in the
sandstone pavement leading to the Falls’ rim have unusual grooves (LHS photo) which were originally thought to be Koori spear or axe sharpening grooves. However recent
advice is that they are definitely not related to axe sharpening and there is also doubt as to their being caused by spear sharpening. So their origin and use remains a mystery
at this stage.
Alan and Miriam Miller were long standing NPA members. Alan was an early President of the Milton NPA and took a deep interest in conservation matters, horse riding and
bushwalking, as did Miriam. The Miller Falls has been named after these pioneering conservationists.
Also, please be aware that the Tianjara Sheet (1:25 000, third edition) has inaccurately shown the Mt Bushwalker Track at this point. Altitude at the top is 577 m.
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Ngadyoo Falls
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 572 943
Named by the Budawang Committee and gazetted by the Geographical Names Board in 1967.
The name is of Koori origin, meaning ‘water’ according to the authors of Pigeon House and Beyond (i.e. the Budawang Committee). Today, the Falls only flow when
the Porters Creek Dam* is overflowing. The unjoined calcareous column is found in an overhang on the western side of the Fall’s base.
The base of the Falls was first visited by an NPA group in 1982, led by Barry Vidler via Vidlers Pass, but rarely since.
Gordon Sanders posed beside the calcareous column when first discovered in 1982. Altitude at the top of the falls is 479 m.
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Ngaityung Falls
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 539 954.
Named by the Budawang Committee and gazetted by the Geographical Names Board in 1967.
Ngaityung Falls is a large perennial waterfall. Its name is of Koori origin, held to mean ‘water’ as for Ngadyoo Falls*.
Ngaityung Falls drains the Cradle Swamp area, with the creek providing water for a bushwalker’s camping area slightly upstream from the falls. The substantial creek is
shown on the LHS photos. Altitude at the top is 559 m.
RHS Photo: © Charles Jepsen. Centre Photo: © Brett Davis
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Pretty Falls
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 569 900
Leslie Reddacliff and others 13 April 2013.
Leslie discovered Pretty Falls when trying to find a route through thick scrub not far from Florance Lookout. These ephemeral falls had been overlooked in the past,
probably because it is heavily entombed and hidden by its sword-grass environment. Altitude at the top is 485 m.
Photos: © Philip Case
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South Creek Falls
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 564 932
Gazetted by the Geographical Names Board in 1967.
South Creek Falls was first visited by an NPA group in 1982. The catchment for the Falls is quite extensive, encompassing heaths and swamps almost to the eastern
road. The Falls are found in very thick scrub south of Campbells Pass and Use This Pass. The pools above the Falls are entrancing when visited. The Falls have a large
overhang, named the South Creek Ballroom, sharing its drop-zone. The overhang is visible in the LHS photo.
RHS Photo: © Ewan Lawson
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Underground Falls
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 564 912
Ron Doughton circa 1985. (Observed from above).
First approached and photographed by Brett Davis and others 10 May 2011.
The Underground Falls is really the exit of a drainage channel coming out of the cliff wall near its base. The waterfall was first heard from the top of the cliff where
traces of a creek disappeared into the local sandstone. The descending water has found an impermeable layer of rock and exited sideways out of the cliff about 100 m below
the cliff base. The exit tunnel where the water spills over a small cascade to a creek channel below is approximately one metre high.
Photos: © Brett Davis
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Burnt Log Cave
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 573 977
Ron Doughton and NPA walkers circa 1985.
Burnt Log Cave is on the western side of Burnt Log Creek (named after the cave), about 50 m from the adjacent cliff edge. The cave was used by Kooris as
evidenced by stone tool fragments found at the overhang entrance around the large boulder. Inside are several logs with burnt ends, possibly used by Kooris (or bushwalkers)
as firewood. Other logs are placed at the back of the cave and arranged into equally spaced partitions. This arrangement is more likely to be a result of bushwalker rather
than of Koori behaviour; but the discussion is open to more evidence.
The name was suggested by Ewan Lawson and adopted by many others. The orange powder material found in the RHS photo is probably the remains of a
repeatedly used fireplace.
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Cave Shelter
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 58332 97310
Leslie Reddacliff and Herbert Frey 2011.
Used as a shelter cave for lunch in the Lost World area, the Cave Shelter is one of many distinctive caves in the area.
Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Double Overhang
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS western side 55679 98015 eastern side 55748 98064
Ewan Lawson 26 August 2009.
The Double Overhang was named because of its obvious interior split levels. The Army has used this large (84 m long) overhang for target practice as it is visible
from nearby Tianjara Plateau where much of the army firing originated. Shell fragments are to be found all over the floors of the overhang however no UXO has been found.
The Double Overhang has a distinctive and unusual roof structure as shown in the LHS photo. The two Double Overhang Passes are nearby.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Egg and Onion Overhang
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55937 98116.
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 20 May 2011.
The Egg and Onion Overhang was named because someone had left some eggshells and onion skins beside a fireplace, obviously not concerned about leaving
rubbish in the bush. Clearly, others have been here before, but the actual recording of the overhang was carried out by our two intrepid explorers, as listed above. The
Overhang is accessed from nearby Egg and Onion Pass.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Fossil Cave
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 555 969.
Unrecorded. Named by Chris Humphries or Barry Vidler, who walked in the area circa 1970.
Exposed in the Cave are the fossilised remains of sea stars (Crinoids). To date only one other such exposure is known on the LFP or elsewhere in the Budawangs
(Morton NP). The assemblage represents an after death collection of these marine animals that was deposited and covered in a sandy depression.
The only remains of the Crinoids are their tubular stems; the star that existed on top of each stem is long gone. The fossils are very fragile and, so as to avoid
damage, should not be touched.
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Mt Bushwalker Overhangs
Between Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 538 964 and 541 974
Brett Davis and John Souter 5 September 2007.
A series of large overhangs found between Beehive Pass and Useless Pass that are really contiguous with the Western Overhangs but were discovered by separate
groups of bushwalkers at different times, hence their separate listing.
The overhangs under Mt Bushwalker are often quite large with occasional shell fossils found in the sandstone. As may be seen from the photo, there is plenty of floor
debris from the ceiling leading to speculation as to the safety of remaining for any length of time in the overhangs.
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South Creek Ballroom
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 564 932
First recorded visit by Ewan Lawson on the 29 November 2001.
The South Creek Ballroom is a copycat name after the Jindelara Ballroom. This was decided by Ewan because of its direct similarity with the Jindelara Ballroom, both
in size and waterfall proximity.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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The Carriages Cave
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 55853 92590
Barry Vidler and others circa 1990.
Whilst exploring the northern cliffs near Rusden Head*, an NPA group noticed a small, rocky outlier off the cliff that presented a route to a cave opening south of the
outlier. The cave has a low veranda-like profile with longish windows looking out over the valley. Barry named the Carriages because of its purported resemblance to the
interior of a railway carriage. The roof is fragile and holey as seen in the RHS photo.
Photos top centre © Denyse Doughton. Lower LHS and centre © Rhonda Jepsen.
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The Jindelara Ballroom
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 566 915
Bob Black and Graeme Cashion (NPA) 22 July 2007.
The Jindelara Ballroom is one of the larger overhangs in the Morton NP and one of the more difficult to access. Bob named it after a similar cavernous landform he
had seen in the South Island of New Zealand. Some impression of the scale of the Ballroom can be gauged from the size of the figure in the bottom of the photo.
Found immediately south of the Jindelara Creek Falls at the base of the cliffs.
Photo: © Bob Black
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Three Grooves Cave
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 538 964
Russell Peterson 2009.
Russel explored the small overhang found midway down Beehive Pass on the northern side and found the three Koori sharpening grooves incised on a boulder on
the floor. The grooves became the basis for the name of the cave.
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Ngaityung Overhang
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 53800 95430
This overhang is in the form of an amphitheatre found behind Ngaityung Falls. As its floor is steeply sloping it does not encourage camping. However, it does provide a
spectacular view of the Falls for those in both the dress circle and front stalls. Access is via Trio or Scrubby Passes. The RHS photo is of one of the Overhang’s strange
stalagmites which have formed from slow overhead drips. The photos on the next page illustrate the view of the Falls when seated in the Overhang.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Western Overhangs
Between Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 538 964 and Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 532 955
Ron Doughton and others circa 2008.
A series of large overhangs found between Gadara Point and Beehive Pass, one of which located at 53658 96289, is 158 m long. These overhangs were found to
contain groups of stalactites, shell fossils and the endemic plant Budawangs Cliff-heath or Budawangia gnidioides (Epacris family) and other more common ferns. However,
the Budawangs Cliff-heath is endemic only to the overhangs of the Clyde Valley and one location in the Blue Mountains. It is listed as a nationally vulnerable plant species.
The calcium based stalactites probably originate from shell deposits in the sandstone cliffs that have dissolved and precipitated out of groundwater that leaches
through cracks from above the overhangs.
The overhangs provide shelter for many animals and birds, including the occasional wild dog. The LHS photo shows Bob Young, geologist, among the extensive
stalactite formations found in the overhangs. The RHS photo illustrates a 0.5 m long bush of the Budawangs Cliff-heath with Denyse Doughton, with a close-up of the same
plant flowering in the centre.
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Battleship Bow
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 581 976
Leslie Reddacliff May 2012.
Battleship Bow is located in the Lost World area of the eastern cliffs and is a fragment that has come away from the adjoining cliff.
More identifiable as the bow of a battleship from below, it is still an amazing sight from above.
LHS and RHS photos: © Leslie Reddacliff.
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Fig Tree Boulder
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 546 974
Leslie Reddacliff and Herbert Frey 2011.
A spectacular 10 m high boulder found on the talus slopes between Gaol House Pass and Useless Pass. The boulder is covered in fig tree roots from a tree growing
on the crown of the boulder. Access is trackless, thickly vegetated and difficult.
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Florance Lookout*
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 572 900
Florance Head was one of three headlands in the area named by the Budawang Committee in 1967 and subsequently accepted by the Geographical Names Board. They
were Florance, Rusden and Harper Heads, named after early surveyors who worked in the area. Paradoxically, while Florance Head is on the western side of the Florance
promontory, the lookout is a kilometre away on the eastern side. The lookout gives special views to the south, east and west (LHS and photo on next page). It is reached via
the Florance Head fire trail, established with other trails on LFP during the 1960s. This trail was used occasionally for establishing gun emplacements for military firing
practice up until the 1980s.The bottom RHS photo illustrates a walker enjoying the view from the lookout, found 20 metres west of the track end. There is a colony of grasstrees set in the dense scrub near the lookout’s elevated summit (top RHS photo).
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© Christa Drysdale
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Gadara Point
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 532 956
Named by the Budawang Committee and recorded by the Geographical Names Board in 1967.
‘Gadara’ is a Koori word meaning ‘cold and windy’. The track to Gadara Point* has been in use since before 1950, as it was utilised by bushwalkers to reach
Talaterang* Mountain. The track meanders along the edge of the cliff tops for much of the way, providing a constant scenic panorama.
Gadara Point* is a scenic destination in itself, with fine views to Talaterang* Mountain, The Castle* and the Shrouded Gods* massif.
Also, there is the lure of the four passes to the lower cliffs and overhangs nearby. A somewhat rocky and waterless, although comfortable, camping cave is shown in
the central photo. It is accessed directly from Gadara Pass. A bushwalker died one night in 2010 when he fell from the balcony of the cave.
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Harper Head Pools
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 537 946
Barry Vidler, Chris Humphries and others circa 1970.
A series of approximately seven sandstone pools are picturesquely located near the south-western extremity of Harper Head*. The pool illustrated is about 20 m
across, half a metre deep and is separate from the other pools. The pools vary in depth according to the dryness of the season and local rainfall. They also provide
photographers with wonderful vignettes of bush plants, stone and water.
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Hidden Cave Cascade
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 56053 92123
Ewan Lawson investigated the area in 2003 but did not see the cave entrance. He eventually reported the interesting locality to Leslie Reddacliff in 2013, who found
and named the cave.
The Hidden Cave Cascade is found approximately 55 m to the west of the bottom of Welcome Pass and is best approached from this pass rather than via nearby
Rainforest Pass. The approach at the base of the cliff is boulder-strewn with deep recesses filled with leaf-litter. The cave that holds the internal 3 m high falls is located within
a dank, dark grotto in the cliff base. The cave reportedly penetrates well beyond the falls into the plateau. Directly above, on the plateau, is a small cascade (LHS photo) that
immediately disappears into a narrow crack (RHS photo) which may lead directly to the underground falls below. This cascade is located at 56096 92133 and is about 40 m
from the top of Welcome Pass.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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The LHS photo is of a cleft adjacent to the grotto, while the top centre photo is the grotto in which the cave is located. The bottom centre photo is of the cave, while
the RHS photo shows the cascade within the cave.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen except for the bottom centre photo which is © Leslie Reddacliff.
.
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Hidden Forest
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 5630 9008
Bob Black and Graeme Cashion 13 August 2006.
After their reconnaissance in 2006, Graeme and Bob had trouble finding this remarkable patch of rainforest under the cliffs of the Florance promontory. They returned
in October of 2007 and relocated its position. Since then, several visits have been made to the Hidden Forest with only a few photos taken there. The snake is a diamond
python, photographed near Florance Lookout.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen, Graeme Cashion (bottom RHS)
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Hobbit Hole
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed.
Lesley Reddacliff, January 2014
The Hobbit Hole is 50 m downslope from the Battleship Bow. Access is by a small
cave/tunnel that leads via a right-angled bend into a smallish square ravine with few plants but
a high taproot belonging to a fig tree dangling from above.

Photos © Steve Montague
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Huddles Puddle
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 58885 96860
Huddles Puddle is the only reliable water source north of Passport Head until Corner Creek. It’s also a very picturesque place to visit, particularly on a hot day. It was named
after Chris Huddle who took an unscheduled dip on one of the early Milton NPA explorations in the area. Note to walkers: the rocks around the water are extremely
slippery!!!!!
Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Kangiara (Deep Hole)
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 59099 95242
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case. 17 August 2011.
Kangiara (Koori for ‘deep hole’) is a ravine found 50 m south east of Bunnair Creek Falls. Little is known about the interior of Kangiara at this time due to access
challenges. There is a steep drop immediately after the entrance itself where it appears that a lot of earthen debris has fallen down over a chock stone and the inner side of
this obstruction can't be seen. So it can only be explored by rope and/or ladder. The LHS and middle photos show the Hole from the top while the RHS photo is of the
entrance adjacent to the northern pass. Kangiara is a dangerous place, with access governed by steep slippery slopes, empty spaces and boulders.
LHS photo: © Philip Case, RHS photos © Charles Jepsen
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Mount Bushwalker Lookout
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 536 971
Mt Bushwalker was named by Sydney bushwalker Ken Angel prior to 1960.
The lookout near Mt Bushwalker was mentioned by local bushwalker Chris Humphries (former NPA secretary and
activist) in the 1960s as being a ‘place to visit’.
The lookout offers one of the finest views in the Morton and Budawang NPs. The view is south along the Clyde
River * Valley to the Castle *, Shrouded Gods Mountain * and Byangee Walls *. It is popular with photographers,
particularly in winter, when the air is cleaner. Geoff Wise gives his camera an airing (top RHS).
The LHS photo was taken on the lower cliffs below the lookout.
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Old Fig Tree
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 582 976
Leslie Reddacliff with Herbert Frey July 2012.
This magnificent old fig was found during a concentrated exploration effort and is downslope from the chasms and cliffs of the Lost World area. The size of the fig
suggests an age of several hundred years. In the RHS photo young Russell demonstrates his descending technique from a vantage point at the back of the tree.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Palm Forest
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 57226 98048
Leslie Reddacliff, Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 2011.
The Palm Forest is a rare patch of cabbage tree palms (Livistona australis) in the rainforests below Corner Creek. Cabbage tree palms usually occur as single
individuals in Morton NP but have a normal range from Fraser Island in the north to Eastern Victoria in the south. Walking among these palms is unsettling, as the organic
debris of fallen branches gives a very springy and uncertain footfall.
Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Rusden Head
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 54721 91641
Surveyor Francis Rusden surveyed from Nowra to Tianjara in 1833, leaving a meticulously detailed map of the region. The name was bestowed on the most southwestern headland of LFP by the Budawang Committee and the name registered by the Geographical Names Board in 1967.
This headland overlooks Pigeonhouse Creek *, Jindelara Creek*, Longfella* Ridge, Pigeonhouse* Mountain and Talaterang* Mountain. The cliff tops nearby are
corrugated and when filled with rainwater make beautiful reflections. Rusden* Head is worthy of a visit at any time of the year.
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Rusden Head Pool
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 54485 92196
One of the more striking sandstone pools on Rusden Head, which are a welcome sight on a hot day.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Secret Garden 1 (Also known as the ‘Labyrinth’)
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 58170 97441
Leslie Reddacliff and Herbert Frey 17 May 2012.
Leslie and Herbert found the Secret Garden during a concentrated exploration effort of the Lost World area. The Garden is situated in a sandstone chasm formed by
the downslope (slumping) movements of blocks in the local cliffs. The enclosed environment so formed is cool and damp, conducive to moss, fern, tree fern and large tree
growth. The main entrance is found through a cave in the centre of the outlier slab (RHS photo).
Left top photo: © Leslie Reddacliff.
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Secret Garden 2
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 58237 97023
Leslie Reddacliff and Herbert Frey 22 May 2012.
The Secret Garden 2 was discovered shortly after Secret Garden 1, as it was only half a kilometre away, with Secret Garden No. 2 being further south. In the top RHS
photo Phil Case is backing into the wet, slippery exit from Secret Garden 1, which leads to Secret Garden 2. Photos: © Charles Jepsen.
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Shark Rock
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 547 974
Leslie Reddacliff and Herbert Frey 2011.
Shark Rock closely resembles the head of an attacking shark and is found below the cliffs in thick vegetation on the talus (debris) slopes between Useless and Gaol
House Passes.
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Spout and Cone (S&C)
Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 28 June, 2011.
This is a water formed and stabilised 3 m high conical sand and algae formation in an overhang in the eastern cliffs of Little Forest Plateau. There are several of these
formations in the Budawangs (i.e. Morton NP) but this is the best known example of its kind. The ‘cone’ has at least four species of plants growing on it, including the endemic
Budawangs Cliff-heath, Budawangia gnidioides.
The ‘spout’ is probably precipitated from minerals in the water supply fed by a consistent spring above. This ‘spout’ is unique in that, unlike others, the water flows
through the centre of the stalactite. In the case of the others, the water drips down the outside. As the photos demonstrate, the spout changes shape over time. While the
water from the ‘spout’ always appears to be clear and pure, on one occasion it smelt strongly of hydrogen sulphide. The odour was such that it could be smelt some meters
away.
The three people give an idea of scale of the S&C formation. The S&C is quite fragile and has been damaged by animals in recent times.
As the S&C is unique to this area its location has not been shown.
Photos: © Philip Case
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The Four Lakes
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 555 961 to 553 963.
Ron Doughton 14 March 2013.
The Four Lakes are shallow swampy lakes that are found on a low ridgeline in the centre of the swamp areas. The Four Lakes may contribute to the unnamed creek
that flows to Millers Falls and beyond. They do not always contain water but can be plainly seen on a photomap of LFP, about 500 m south (on the old Harper Head fire trail)
from where the Mt Bushwalker boardwalk track begins to cross Cradle Swamp. They are quite difficult to approach as they are surrounded by contour trenches and
barricades of hakea.
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The Lost World
Between Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 565 985 and 592 969
Ron Doughton circa 1985.
Named because of the area’s profusion of gaps, cracks, passes, caves, ravines, buttresses, huge vines and trees and hidden places in a geomorphologically very
active part of the plateau. The area encompasses a half kilometre wide swathe of land centred along the eastern cliffs, from Corner Head to Passport Head beyond Davis
Pass. The 2009 Google Earth rendition of this defined area shows four possible overlapping slumping events trending eastwards from the cliff edge.
Bushwalkers explored the area in the late 1980s. NPA and SBW intensively resumed exploration in 2011 – 2012. Massive Turpentine communities and huge liana
vines may be found here.
Localities found
in the Lost World area
are also identified
separately in this book.
Note that the
geomorphologically
active sections of the
eastern cliffs extend
further north and south
than the Lost World and
geomorphic slumping
activity can be expected
on all of LFP’s margins.
Top RHS and middle
photos: © Charles
Jepsen
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The Monolith and Pass
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 562 992 Monolith GPS 56017 99485 Pass (1)
Leslie Reddacliff 23 July 2012.
The Monolith is located in a rainforest garden area decorated with tall tree-ferns and hardy rainforest plants. The dense trees as shown in the LHS photo surround the
monolith which is an outlier some 80 m long and 30 m high and is clearly visible on Google Earth. The top of the Monolith is accessed via a grade 3 scramble up its western
side.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen.
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The Pigeonhole Wall
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 542 971
Charles Jepsen and Ron Doughton 8 August 2012.
The Pigeonhole Wall is a low cliff line that is studded with many tiny caves and is found beside the Mt Bushwalker Track. The ‘pigeonholes’ are clearly favoured as
shelter by many animals, as indicated by the stained floors and litter to be found inside the holes.
The base of this little 5 m cliff is tricky to access but a rocky pass is found at its eastern end. Access to the western end is defended by dense scrub. The low cliff
possibly marks the transition from Berry Sandstone to Nowra Sandstone, underlining the softness of the Berry Formation sandstones; or, it is a softer layer of the Nowra
Sandstone.

Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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The Pinnacles and Pass
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 56223 00050 Pinnacle 55940 00020 Pass
Barry Vidler circa 1985.
Barry wondered what the small circular contour was just before the Narrows (at the extreme northern end of Little Forest Plateau) on the 1:25 000 Second Edition
Tianjara Sheet and went to investigate. He found a sandstone mound with a hollowed section in it. More importantly, he found an easy pass to it as well, adjacent to the
Tianjara Fire Trail.
Additional pinnacles have been found nearby and along the eastern cliff base further to the south. They are all part of the slumping cliff line, slowly moving downslope
away from the present cliffs. RHS photo: © Philip Case
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The Ravines
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 565 985
Known to have been used by the Army as a rubbish and latrine area in the 1950s, it has also since been used as a rock-climbing training area for Venturer Scouts
(long after the army departed!).
These long cracks on the plateau edge have been a trap for animals falling from above. Falling tree limbs have also punctured the suspended floor, indicating further
drops below the leaf mould. The walls of the Ravines are coated in mosses and ferns, adding an unusual green ambience to the atmosphere.
Fallen boulders caught and suspended by the walls add an interesting and perhaps menacing feature to the cracks. Access is made off the Ravines Pass found to the
immediate north of the ravine slots.
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Turpy Bench
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed.550 971
Ron Doughton circa 1985.
The Turpy Bench is found just below the upper section of Gaol House Pass. It consists of
a flat platform (or bench) that has slumped downslope from the cliffs above and runs parallel to
them. The organic debris on the bench has allowed large trees to grow, dominated by the
Turpentine, (Syncarpia glomulifera).
The Turpy Bench is only a few hundred metres long and is interspersed with boulder rock
outcrops. At present, there is no indication as to when the bench formed.
The Turpy Bench is subjected to occasional massive wind storms (tornados), which have
smashed some large trees to the ground. It appears the Turpentine is more resistant to wind
damage, as none appear to have been felled in this way.
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Vine Forest
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 57330 97954
Leslie Reddacliff, Charles Jepsen and Philip Case 17 May 2012.
The Vine Forest is a tangled area of rainforest vines found in close proximity to the Palm Forest. What is special about this patch of vine forest is that some of the
lianas are up to 17 cm thick — almost tree-like! To achieve this size, they are thought to be several hundred years old. Leslie is seen in the photo testing the structural
integrity of one such large specimen by climbing along its length. She could also have been monkeying around!
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Yabbie Cave
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. GPS 54994 92323
Brett Davis, John Souter, Rob Dunn (SBW) 14 April 2013.
Yabbie Cave is formed from a cliffside outflow on the north side of Rusden Head, similar to the Underground Falls on nearby Florance Head, but with a slightly lesser
outflow volume. Yabbie Cave has an impermeable floor below a crack in the Plateau’s sandstone, which allows water to percolate down. Because freshwater yabbies were
found in the cave’s pools, it was named accordingly.
Photos: © Charles Jepsen
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Photos: © Brett Davis LHS and Gill Souter RHS..
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Bunnair Creek Dam
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 587 950
Constructed by contractors to Shoalhaven Shire Council (now City Council) in 1968.
The dam was a temporary wooden structure designed to provide water to Milton-Ulladulla as a stopgap measure when the Porters Creek Dam failed to supply water
on time. Porters Creek Dam was constructed in 1968 but was still being filled in 1969. Bunnair Creek Dam may be readily accessed from the Porters Creek Road, via a short
track, about 600 m further in from Pointer Gap.
The RHS photo illustrates heathlands that provide catchment for the dam.
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Cattle grazing and its historic effects
17 September 1964.
Keith Hindwood and Fred
Chessel returning from a weekend
to Mt Talaterang (seen in the
background) on 17 September
1964. Taken on or near Cradle
Swamp, these local bushwalkers
were possibly planning to return via
the low ridge leading back to what is
now the Mt Bushwalker carpark.
The Harper Head Firetrail
probably did not exist at this time,
being half completed in 1975 and
finalised by 1981.
The Mt Bushwalker track
did not exist until 1990.
Note the effects of grazing
and fires on the LFP surface.
Currently this area is covered by
impenetrable 3 m high banksia and
hakea growth which completely
obscurers the view shown here.
Photo © Chris Humphries (NPA
Collection)
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Pointer Gap Lookout*
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 594 943
Originally constructed by the Milton-Ulladulla Rotary Club in 1967. Both Porters Creek Dam and Rotary Lookout were opened on the same day, 21 October, 1967.
Designated as the ‘Rotary Lookout’, the Rotary organisation constructed a cairn on the cliff edge with a primitive shelter some 150 m inland from the lookout. The
lookout provides a 180 degrees panorama of the coast and hinterland centred on the Milton and Ulladulla townships. Today the lookout has been renamed and rebuilt by
NPWS to a much higher standard, complete with a barbecue with two picnic shelters and a toilet block.
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Porters Creek Dam
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 573 944

The Dam is located on Porters Creek, which flows over the western escarpment of LFP to join Pigeon House Creek, which in turn flows into the Clyde River. The Dam
has a post-tensioned concrete wall 17 m high and holds 1 900 megalitres, the equivalent of 760 Olympic swimming pools. Construction commenced in 1965 and was
completed in 1968. Water from the Dam flows through two reverse siphons as it crosses two Bunnair Creek* tributaries before descending via Pointer Gap. In 2014 the
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Dam was providing 30 per cent of southern Shoalhaven’s drinking water supply. In that year a Pelton type hydro-electric generator was installed in the pipeline from the
Dam to the Milton Water Treatment Works. It is estimated that the unit will generate up to 100 kW, sufficient to cover the electricity needs of the Treatment Works.
Pictured below are the solar powered aerators used to help prevent stagnation in the Dam waters. Fishing and boating are not permitted.

Material for this article has been sourced from A History of Porters Creek Dam written by Ewan Lawson, soon to be available through the Milton–Ulladulla Historical Society.
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Roads and Tracks
By Ewan Lawson
Prior to 1965 there were no roads up on the Little Forest Plateau. In 1965 the Porters Creek road was formed through Pointer Gap to enable construction of the
Porters Creek Dam. This was soon recognised as a tourist asset providing vehicular access onto the plateau. A lookout near the gap was promoted and maintained by the
Milton-Ulladulla Rotary Club. In 1966 Shoalhaven City Council constructed a road from the Porters Creek Rd to the lookout with the club contributing half of the cost. The
Porters Creek road is open to public vehicles and provides access to the Porters Creek Dam and Mt. Bushwalker carpark together with the Florance, Rusden, Tianjara and
Harper track entrances. While these tracks are all open to foot traffic, only authorised vehicles are permitted on the first three. The Harper Head track has become overgrown
and is now only suitable for walkers.
Before the Porters Creek road was built a number of gaps or passes through the eastern escarpment were used by the local farmers to move stock up onto
the plateau, where they could feed on the native grasses. Those were named Pointer, Egans, Martins and Ingold Gaps. All the names, apart from the first, are
derived from the names of local property owners. The first is derived from the nearby Pointer Mountain. The evolution of roads, firetrails, names, etc. on the plateau
can be seen from three sources. Firstly, the local (Milton and Tianjara) topographic maps. Secondly, Lands and Property Information aerial photographs (LPI).
Thirdly, the series of sketch maps created by the Coast and Mountain Walkers (CMW). This map is titled the Northern Budawang Range and the Upper Clyde River
Valley; the series is commonly called the Budawang sketch maps.
If we look at the first edition Milton (1961) map, no roads or tracks are shown on LFP. However, Pointer Gap, Egans Gap, and Porters Creek are shown. Coryala
Creek is confused with Bunnair Creek*. The second edition (1982) map provides all the expected modern information; e.g. the Bunnair-Coryala confusion has been corrected
and the track out to Harper Head is shown. This track was completed in 1981. The third edition (2007) map is the current edition and is the same as the second edition except
that some minor features, mostly tracks, have not been included. However, a significant omission from the third edition Tianjara map is the old military airfield lying just north
of the current Mt Bushwalker car park. In addition, this edition mistakenly assigns the name Bunnair Creek to its nearby tributary, and changes the name of the road from
Pointer Gap Road to Porters Creek Road.
If we turn our attention to the Budawang sketch maps, we see that the first edition (Dec 1960) of the map shows only a bridle track coming across Pointer Mountain
and going through Pointer Gap, and a second track passing through Egans Gap to link up with the Pointer Gap track. The Ingold Gap is not shown. Historical information from
the local branch of the NPA tells us that bushwalkers tended to use either Ingold or Egans Gaps to access the plateau. There is some confusion as to the location of Egans
Gap. The topographic maps and the Budawang sketch maps have this gap in a different place. This anomaly is dealt with elsewhere.
Florance and Rusden Heads are not yet named on the first edition sketch map, nor is Porters Creek. What we now call Harper Head is labelled as Wandandian Point,
which seems odd considering the actual location of Wandandian Creek and township quite some distance away. The second edition (Sep 1963) is the same as the first with
respect to the LFP. However, the third edition (Jan 1967) shows significant changes: the Tianjara Firetrail is shown, as are the firetrails to Florance and Rusden Heads,
although they are still unnamed. These three firetrails were constructed by the Rural Fire Service in 1965. Furthermore, Porters Creek is now named, together with the dam
location and the access road. But Bunnair Creek is mislabeled as Coryala Creek. However, this was corrected on the 1990 edition.
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Mt Bushwalker Track and Carpark.
From Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 563 972 Carpark to 536 971 Lookout
When the NPWS decided to formalise the track to the Mt Bushwalker Lookout the Milton NPA volunteered to assist. The first track cutting took place on 17 February,
1990 and NPA assisted maintenance has been carried out since that date.
Early construction involved clearing with saws, chainsaws and lawnmowers, but as the track bedded in, boardwalks, water diversion works and brush cutters became
essential. Coordination with the NPWS was organised by Grace Gibson, President of Milton NPA. The track was constructed from a carpark near the Tianjara Fire Trail
westwards across the swamps to the Mt Bushwalker Lookout, a distance of 3.5 kilometres. The swamp area proved the most difficult to span because it consisted of a
multitude of ‘contour trenches’ — high and low undulations in the swamp soil mass. Initially, the track meandered around each trench, causing the track to be extremely
convoluted and seasick inducing! Turpentine log rounds were first used but boardwalks later solved the problem of providing a safe, more direct transit across Cradle Swamp.
The Mt Bushwalker Lookout scans across the Clyde Valley and is reputedly one of the best views in the Budawangs.
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The Airstrip
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 565 977
The Airstrip was constructed by the Army in 1970 in order to support operations in the nearby Tianjara firing range. However, the airstrip has since fallen into disuse,
due to the discontinuation of the firing range in the 1980s. But it was later called into service in 1988 (RHS picture) as a helicopter landing and staging ground while the
NPWS was fighting a large bushfire on the Plateau at that time. The airstrip is gradually being reclaimed by tree species, due to NPWS action to restore the airstrip to a
natural state. While a section of the northern end has been designated as a helicopter landing ground in the Morton Plan of Management, the airstrip is no longer marked on
the Tianjara Third edition map.
The upper LHS picture shows a downed naval Sea King helicopter on the airstrip in 2012. The pilot made an emergency landing as his instruments indicated metal in the rear
rotor gearbox. The aircraft returned to Nowra the following day after repairs. The lower LHS picture shows the northern end of the airstrip in 2013.
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The TV Transmitter Tower
Milton 1:25 000, third ed. 583 924
Constructed in 1990 – 1991.
The TV tower was constructed after a serious fracas developed among locals and others to decide if the ‘TV tower’ had a right to exist in a national park.
It was eventually decided in the affirmative but with the proviso that small antennae would be used and that the NPWS would be paid a rent for the use of publicly
owned land, such rent to be used for the maintenance of roads and tracks on LFP. The NPWS has created a nature walk and carpark with these moneys.
Electrical power to run the transmitters was provided via a set of poles and wires from the supply grid below the Plateau, see LHS photo.
The Little Forest trig, the only trig on the Plateau, is located immediately to the east of the Transmitter
LHS Photo: © Charles Jepsen
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Background of the Military Use of Tianjara and Little Forest Plateaux
By Robert Snedden OAM
Negotiations for use of the plateaux date from early 1942 and land was acquired as a Permissive Occupancy (PO) in December 1942 under the Defence Act 1903 as the
Tianjara Artillery Training Area (TATA). The lease was to terminate in December 1959. The entire range was notified as a ‘Danger Area’ in press statements in January 1943
with live field training activities beginning in the same month. (See boundaries below). At the time the lands were Crown Leases held by G.U. Alley and J. H. Sturgiss. The
lands requisitioned also included a freehold portion in Claydons Ck valley then owned by Arthur Drury of Milton.
Range boundaries followed approximately the eastern sides of Little Forest and Tianjara Plateaux. The southern boundary started at Little Forest Trig and went across to the
junction of Clyde River and Holland Gorge (then known as Deep Gorge Ck). The boundary then continued in a NW direction to the source of Vines Ck. It then continued to the
Vines Creek junction with Endrick River, then along the Endrick River to Middle Creek, which it followed
to the subdivision boundary of Sassafras and then across to the present entrance of Morton National
Park (MNP), known locally as the Canoe Tree Timbers. From there it followed the private lands
boundary to Main Road 92 and then onto meet with the TATA eastern boundary. The freehold lands of
the Alley property Ocean View were excluded from the PO. While it appears there was no single
template for defining the area in use that reflected the boundary originally gazetted in1942, there have
been several versions of the TATA promulgated in official documents with minor differences.
In 1960 the lease was renewed until December 1979 and the range extended approximately 5 km south.
In 1968 the TATA land was declared as a Reserve for Public Recreation. Official records from the
Second Military District reveal the whole of the range (i.e. Tianjara and Little Forest Plateaux) was used
at times for exercises using live firing. This included anti-aircraft, joint artillery and infantry manoeuvre
training, using live ammunition and blanks and simulation devices. It also involved bombing from
aircraft.
It would appear that the Impact Area (IA) (first promulgated on the Budawang Sketch Map Ed.1986 after
the transfer to MNP) was never formally identified until possibly 27 years into the life of the TATA, that is,
circa 1970. The IA boundary is considered by military personnel as arbitrary as it did not take into account
Mark Doughton holds a mortar tailfin found in Beehive Pass
overshooting and ricochets. Although Mt Tianjara and Kangaroo Hill had from the beginning been targets, there
were other land features around the entire range that were fired at and from. Former service personnel also reported that targets were often unspecified and selected at
random. During the life of the range groups of old vehicles located along the Endrick Trail and on the Tianjara Plateau were also used for that purpose.
In 1981 most of the TATA was included into MNP, except for an area of about 1200 hectares around Mt Tianjara that was held as mining leases. However, the leases,

which were dormant, were cancelled and the area they covered added to the park in 1983. Officially, live firing ceased after the land was returned to the State
Government and the tenure changed to MNP. In 1996 most of the former TATA was included into the Budawang Wilderness.
This information has been sourced from TIANJARA - A History of the former Artillery Training Area in the hinterland of south eastern NSW by Robert Snedden, local historical researcher and
member of the Shoalhaven Historical Society.
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Confusion with LFP’s Eastern Gaps
There are four gaps on the eastern side of LFP that were used by the
property owners in the Little Forest Parish area to access the Plateau
for grazing. However, confusion exists with their names as they are
appear on the Milton 1:25 000 sheet third edition
Historically, it appears they were, from north to south, Pointer
Gap, Egans Gap (formerly described as Claydons Gap in this book’s
first edition), Martins Gap and Ingold Gap.
Pointer Gap has been described as a foot-track up until the
late 1960s, when it was upgraded to a full road enabling the Porters
Creek Dam construction.
Egans Gap is misplaced on the Milton 1:25 000 third edition
Sheet, because the Egan properties lie directly below what was
formerly described in this book as Claydons Gap. The extract from the
Little Forest Parish map published in 1945 shows the properties and
owners at this period. It is interesting that the road or track up to
Egans Gap has disappeared while the actual built gap through the cliff
has remained quite visible. Egans Gap is not shown on this map, but
is accurately placed in the sketch map in this book.
Martins Gap is likewise placed to service the Martin properties
directly below and, like Egans Gap, is misplaced on the Milton sheet..
A road leading up to Martins Gap is still visible today. There are
several smaller and steeper gaps in the cliffs nearby but these appear
not to have had significant use by our pioneers.
Ingold Gap is clearly defined at the southern end of the Parish
and there appears to be no contentious issues associated with this
gap.
In addition to the above confusion, the Ulladulla Times has
occasionally referred to a ‘Porters Gap’ during the period of the
Porters Creek Dam construction on Porters Creek Road, when in
reality it should have been ‘Pointer Gap’.
We have not been able to definitively find the location of
Extract from Parish of Little Forest County of St Vincent Land District of Milton (1945) showing the
‘Claydons Gap’. Some claim that it is to be found on the Claydon
Little Forest properties and the owners at the time. This map was cancelled on 27 Nov 1973. Note
Track (via Goal House Pass) down to James Claydon’s property on
that the Dam is shown on the wrong creek.
Claydons Creek*, while others assert that it was the original name for
Pointer Gap. It may also be Transmitter Gap as this gap is
immediately above the Claydon property on the eastern side of LFP. We may never know.
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The Cut Logs Circle
Milton 1:25 000, Third ed. GPS 55972 93313. Altitude 356 metres.
Discovered by Ewan Lawson in July 2013, where he found a number of trees had been cut down with a chain saw some years previously. One or two of the logs had
been cut into rounds and placed in a circle. Not so enigmatic you say? It’s the location that’s almost unbelievable because of its inaccessibility. Directly below Adversity Head
almost to Porters Creek on a section of moderately sloping ground, this set of probable campfire stools must have held a group of people who carried down a chainsaw and
prepared a camp. Possibly fishing minded horse riders were the campers, but the mystery remains as to who they were and what they were doing in a very inaccessible part
of Morton NP.
Photos: © Ewan Lawson
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The Triangle Road Anomalies
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed.
The Tianjara Fire Trail currently follows the cliffs northwards from the Ravines area, to the Narrows area of the plateau lands referred to as the ‘Triangle’ by NPA
walkers. This was not always so, as discovered by Ewan Lawson when he was exploring on the Triangle and discovered vestiges of an old fire trail through the centre.
Investigation of the older Budawang Sketch Map showed that the old road at this point was accurately recorded but the Tianjara second edition map had the fire trail located
beside the cliffs. (Shown in green).
Why the fire trail was originally aligned over a rough section of the Triangle rather than as its current location is a mystery. However, it is possible that the old trail
followed a track established by early graziers who had their stock on both the Plateau proper and the Triangle. In those days the Triangle probably looked like the photo
shown in the Cattle Grazing article, so would have been quite suitable for horse and later vehicular traffic. The higher portion of the track would also allow the graziers a good
view of their stock’s location. The presence of coachwood trees in a canyon on the highest part of the track also suggests a water source, which may have complemented a
number of permanent ponds just to the west of the canyon. However, confirmation of the former water source is awaiting further investigation, which is presently discouraged
by the very thick 3m high vegetation.

Map and date

Triangle Road-Tianjara
Fire Trail

Budawang Sketch 5
1971

Old line

Topographic
second edition
1981/6

New line

Budawang Sketch 8
1990

Old line

Budawang Sketch 9
1998

Old line

Data prepared by Ewan Lawson. © 2012

Budawang Sketch Map, Ninth edition, 1998
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Sanders Redoubt
Milton1:25 000, third ed. GPS 58607 92754
A small wall was found 30 m south of Transmitter Gap, built for some unknown reason many years ago. It was found by Gordon Sanders, who labelled it a ‘redoubt’,
which by definition, is a totally enclosed fortified enclosure built to defend an isolated position and is shown in the picture. It could have been used by a scouting group for
games. Either way the name ‘Sanders Redoubt’ has stuck to the edifice. The circle in the LHS photo shows the Redoubt’s location.
LHS Photo: © Ewan Lawson
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Bunnair Creek Oddity
Tianjara 1:25 000, third ed. 62540 97470
Phil Case and Charles Jepsen 2011

Only metres from the edge of the Bunnair Creek is a strange formation constructed by setting stones on edge and is approximately 500mm square. There is
no evidence that it protects a survey marker or was used as a fireplace. It is next to a carefully excavated 4m deep hole situated on the edge of a formed
animal track. An old rusted axe head was found in the overhang overshadowing the hole. While the constructions are obviously human, their purpose is
unknown. Although there are a number of very thin coal seams in cliffs alongside the creek, there is no evidence of any mining in the area. The hole is also at
least an hour’s walk from any fire trails or old forestry tracks.
L H Photo © Ewan Lawson. R H Photo © Charles Jepsen
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L H Photo © Ewan Lawson. Other Photos © Charles Jepsen
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Plants, fungi and animals on Little Forest Plateau are controlled by the thin, sandstone based, soil types found over the entire
plateau area. These soils are deficient in nutrients, so living things have adapted to this deprived and often damp lifestyle. Shallow basins
found on the surface of the plateau give rise to heaths, while higher areas, being better drained, offer tree and shrub growth. Little Forest
Plateau shares both forest and heath approximately in equal amounts.
To the detriment of anyone attempting to move through such country’. plants, such as Hakea and Banksia, may be found in pockets
almost everywhere over the entire plateau!
Tree ferns, ferns, mosses and fungi do well in the damp ravines and gorges found around the edge of the Plateau, mostly below the
cliffs.
Some of the plants are rare, endangered and/or regionally restricted; but most are not. The following pages sample the most
significant habitats found on Little Forest Plateau.
Animals, including birds, have their niches and preferred areas in which to live, and some are shown in their habitats.
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Blackbutt Woodland
This habitat dominates the eastern side of Little Forest Plateau where there is high ground. The understorey here is carpeted with many
ferns, wattles, mat rushes, geebungs, Hakeas and Banksias as well as other species. Birds, snakes and insects dominate the fauna here.
In the evenings small groups of kangaroos and wallabies graze between the woodland areas and the heaths.
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Angophora Woodland
The rough-barked apple or Angophora floribunda is represented over a few
hectares on LFP near the beginning of the Mt Bushwalker Track. The trees
survive in a very windblown environment, with wind velocities sometimes
exceeding 100 kph during winter months. This group of trees has not
grown to the full 25 m height possible from this species, probably due to
its environment.
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Casuarina (she-oak) Woodland
Found at the northern edge of Cradle Swamp. The Casuarinas tolerate damp conditions well, so it is logical that they gained an early
dominant foothold in preference to other tree species on the edge of swamps. The Casuarina also exists as individual trees in the
Blackbutt woodlands of LFP.
During autumn, when the seeds have ripened, the seeds become food for groups of Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos.
This photo was taken near to where the Mt Bushwalker Track begins to cross Cradle Swamp.
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Heaths
Most of Little Forest Plateau’s wet areas are heaths, which are uncultivated land, dominated by low shrubs and often waterlogged. In the picture above the
heath is recovering from a bushfire in January 2007. The mallee trees are young blackbutts recovering from the fire.

Common Heath

Boronia
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Drum Sticks

Hakea

Kunzea

Wild Iris

Some of the dominant heath species are: Hakea (Hakea sp.), Banksia (Banksia sp.), sedges including button grass (Gymnoschoenus sphaerocephalus), mat rush (Lomandra
longifolia), yellow pea (Pultanea rosmarinifolia), Fuchsia Heath (Epacris longiflora), coral heath (Epacris microphylla), Boronia (Boronia pinnata), pea flowers including bacon
and eggs (Dylwinia retorta), purple pea (Hovea linearis), geebungs (Persoonia Sp.) trigger plant (Stylidium graminifolium), drum sticks (Isopogon anemonifolius), sundew
(Drosera peltata) among many others less common.
Budawangs Cliff-heath

Pea Flowers
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Mountain Devil

Mature Heath
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The Mt Bushwalker Track passes
through a heath community that has
not been burnt since 1988. Banksias
are attaining their full height and
density. Keeping the track open
requires persistent effort. Birds such
as the Ground Parrot have not been
seen for some years as they favour a
lower heath regime, with plants about
one metre high. Animals living in the
heath have made tunnels to suit their
movements. Humans have too.

Moss Islands on Rock
Found mostly along, or near, cliff edges, the bare rock is colonised by moss, which in turn is colonised by dwarf bushes of tea-tree
(Leptospermum sp.), heaths (Epacris sp.), wax flower (Eriostemon sp.) or many other species. The dense bushes sometimes provide a
refuge for lizards, snakes and small mammals and occasionally birds.
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Post Fire Heath Community
After a fire, (prior to 1981, when this image was made), there was little vegetation remaining on Cradle Swamp, the largest heath area on Little Forest Plateau.
Christmas Bells become prolific among the coarse grasses and shrubs covering the saturated soil. In 2013 this area was covered in saplings, Banksia and
Hakea to a height of one to three metres. Fires may be relied upon to dramatically change the ecosystems of LFP from year to year.
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may be removed or damaged by wind (inset).

Cliff Edges
This is an extreme environment for any plant or animal and a temporary one in geological terms. It is similar to the Moss Island
environment, except that it is more exposed to heat, dryness and wind. Trees, shrubs and grasses are able to grow right to the cliff edge
but may be inhibited by a lack of suitable substrate. They also may be removed or damaged by wind (inset).
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Overhangs
These are generally dry environments that occasionally permit growth of ferns, mosses and
even trees from damp piles of accumulated debris, watered from ceiling cracks or runnels.
The ceiling cracks often contain saturated mineral fluids that produce stalactites. Bush
marsupials (inset), lyrebirds and occasionally dogs use hollows in overhangs as shelter.
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Temperate Rainforest on Talus Slopes
Rainforest patches are found in many areas below the cliffs on Little Forest Plateau, most notably on the
eastern side. The slopes have many boulders dislodged from the cliffs above. Many types of trees are found
here, including sassafras, coachwood, turpentine, lillypilly, strangler fig, cabbage tree palm and plants such
as the struggling bird’s nest fern on the boulder.
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Ian Cargill and John Knight photograph a large stalactite
hanging from the roof of a cave in the Western
Overhangs. Its boot-like appendage at the end may
represent a former floor level, or something else entirely.
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Birds of Little Forest Plateau
by Bob Black

© Charles Dove
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At different times of the year the varied habitat of Little Forest Plateau hosts a number of different bird species, perhaps the most notable being the elusive Ground Parrot
(Pezoporus wallicus). It is occasionally flushed from low heathland and is seen as a bright splash of green flying low and fast across the heath.
Other birds of note on LFP are Rockwarbler (Origma solitaria), Southern Emu-wren (Stipiturus malachurus) and Beautiful Firetail (Stagonopleura bella). Yellow-tailed BlackCockatoo (Calyptorhyndcus funereus) can sometimes be seen in large congregations of 50 or 60 individuals and Glossy Black-Cockatoo (C. lathami) are also seen.
Raptors are well represented with Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus) and Wedge-tailed Eagle (Aquila audax) nesting, and other local species being seen on occasion.
In terms of sheer spectacle, the plateau in late winter comes alive with thousands of honeyeaters feasting on the flowering banksia and hakea. The annual migration of
Yellow-faced Honeyeaters (Lichenostomus chrysops) sees an almost continuous stream of groups of 10 or 20 birds moving through for several weeks each spring and
autumn.
A list of the birds observed on the plateau over the last few years by members of the Milton-Ulladulla District Birdwatchers
(mubirdclub@gmail.com) is given below:
Musk Duck
Pacific Black Duck
Australasian Grebe
Black-shouldered Kite
White-bellied Sea-Eagle
Brown Goshawk
Grey Goshawk
Wedge-tailed Eagle
Nankeen Kestrel
Peregrine Falcon
Glossy Black-Cockatoo
Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoo
Gang-gang Cockatoo
Rainbow Lorikeet
Crimson Rosella
Ground Parrot
Fan-tailed Cuckoo
Southern Boobook
Laughing Kookaburra
Superb Lyrebird
White-throated Treecreeper
Satin Bowerbird
Superb Fairy-wren
Southern Emu-wren
Striated Fieldwren
Rockwarbler
Brown Thornbill
Spotted Pardalote

Biziura lobata
Anas superciliosa
Tachybaptus novaehollandiae
Elanus axillaris
Haliaeetus leucogaster
Accipiter fasciatus
Accipiter novaehollandiae
Aquila audax
Falco cenchroides
Falco peregrinus
Calyptorhynchus lathami
Calyptorhynchus funereus
Callocephalon fimbriatum
Trichoglossus haematodus
Platycercus elegans
Pezoporus wallicus
Cacomantis flabelliformis
Ninox novaeseelandiae
Dacelo novaeguineae
Menura novaehollandiae
Cormobates leucophaea
Ptilonorhynchus violaceus
Malurus cyaneus
Stipiturus malachurus
Calamanthus fuliginosus
Origma solitaria
Acanthiza pusilla
Pardalotus punctatus

Eastern Spinebill
Lewin's Honeyeater
Yellow-faced Honeyeater
Yellow-tufted Honeyeater
Little Wattlebird
Red Wattlebird
Crescent Honeyeater
New Holland Honeyeater
White-cheeked Honeyeater
White-naped Honeyeater
Eastern Whipbird
Varied Sittella
Golden Whistler
Grey Shrike-thrush
Dusky Woodswallow
Australian Magpie
Pied Currawong
Grey Currawong
Grey Fantail
Australian Raven
Leaden Flycatcher
Restless Flycatcher
Eastern Yellow Robin
Silvereye
Welcome Swallow
Tree Martin
Red-browed Finch
Beautiful Firetail
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Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris
Meliphaga lewinii
Lichenostomus chrysops
Lichenostomus melanops
Anthochaera chrysoptera
Anthochaera carunculata
Phylidonyris pyrrhopterus
Phylidonyris novaehollandiae
Phylidonyris niger
Melithreptus lunatus
Psophodes olivaceus
Daphoenositta chrysoptera
Pachycephala pectoralis
Colluricincla harmonica
Artamus cyanopterus
Cracticus tibicen
Strepera graculina
Strepera versicolor
Rhipidura albiscapa
Corvus coronoides
Myiagra rubecula
Myiagra inquieta
Eopsaltria australis
Zosterops lateralis
Hirundo neoxena
Petrochelidon nigricans
Neochmia temporalis
Stagonopleura bella

New Holland Honeyeater © Charles Dove

Female Superb Fairy-wren

Olive Whistler © Charles Dove
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Beautiful Firetails © Charles Dove
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Gang-gang Black-Cockatoos male and female © Charles Dove
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Glossy Black and Yellow-tailed Black-Cockatoos © Charles Dove
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Peregrine Falcons © Charles Dove
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This is the clearest view that most people will glimpse of the elusive, rare Eastern
Ground Parrot Pezoporus wallicus and they will be very lucky to have seen it.
While its appearance is similar to its close cousin, the even rarer Night Parrot
Pezoporus occidenalis, the latter is only found in the remote areas of central
Australia.

© Charles Dove

Charles Dove photos taken from his book For the Love of Birds at http://au.blurb.com/b/7573687-for-the-love-of-birds
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Plateau Ground Dwellers

.
The ferocious and
rarely photographed
Eastern quoll
Dasyurus viverrinus
© Charles Dove

Brown Antechinus
Antechinus stuartii
© Charles Jepsen

Short-beaked echidna
Tachyglossus aculeatus
© Charles Jepsen
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Diamond Python Morelia spilota © Charles Jepsen

Broad-headed Hoplocephalus bungaroides © Charles Jepsen

Eastern Tiger Notechis scutatus © Charles Jepsen
Red-bellied black
Pseudechis porphyriacus
© Charles Jepsen
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Jacky dragon Amphibolurus muricatus © Charles Jepsen

Lace Monitor lizard Varanus varius © Charles Jepsen

Eastern blue-tongued lizard Iliqua scincoides
© Charles Jepsen
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A tree clings precariously to a cliff slab, itself in a precarious position ready to
fall into the Porters Creek catchment. Photo taken between Rusden Head and
Adversity Head.
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: © Philip Case
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Below – view south from Florance Lookout © Christa Drysdale

Above - view south from Gadara Point © Phil Case
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